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Transaction services

E

Euromoney has been covering transaction banking for
many years, but this is the first time we have published
an annual transaction services guide, reflecting our
enhanced focus on and coverage of a business area that
is crucial to banks and their clients.
By combining our previously published liquidity
management and technology in treasury management
supplements into one new annual guide, we have
brought together a compelling blend of useful data and
expert editorial insight and analysis.
As part of our enhanced focus, we have also launched
dedicated online coverage of the transaction banking
industry on Euromoney.com, which aims to bring you
weekly news, analysis and opinion on the main themes
affecting global corporate treasuries.
Taken together, we hope the editorial content we are
producing across print and online is engaging and valuable, and ultimately providing you with the information and analysis you need to shape your business and
your strategy.
In this year’s guide, we are exploring three interesting and important themes that encapsulate why this
business is crucial, how corporate client demand is
changing and when exactly the renminbi will become a
top-three payments and settlement currency.
In addition to that, read what group treasurers and
chief financial officers of some of the world’s largest
companies have to say on banking relationships, the
impact of new financial regulation and how their role
has changed irrevocably since the 2008 crisis.
We have also analysed the results of Euromoney’s
2013 cash management survey, focusing in on whether
or not corporate treasurers are indeed consolidating
their cash manager relationships, and dissected the
results of our own pulse survey on trapped cash, which
highlights the countries that are best and worst at enabling repatriation of cash.
The ability to repatriate cash from overseas operations
is important at the best of times, but in times when geopolitical risk has returned with a vengeance, being able
to pull money out of crisis-hit countries swiftly becomes
a top priority. As a company treasurer, being able to rely
on support from banking partners to do so is vital.
And it is this trusted relationship between transaction
bank and corporate client that we explore in the first of
our features, which looks at why transaction banking is
often held up as the best working example of good-oldfashioned relationship banking.
From the perspective of a corporate client, transaction
banking epitomizes relationship banking because of the
services it involves. Payments and collections, working
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Foreword
capital, operational efficiency, risk management, liquidity optimization and short-term funding are all embedded into a client’s financial operating system.
“That presupposes a level of advice, trust and codependency,” says Rajesh Mehta, head of treasury and
trade solutions, Europe, the Middle East and Africa, at
Citi.
It is that codependency that banks are most interested in, because it is the dynamic that supports relationships over the long term.
Adapting to change and meeting client needs is
equally important for ensuring longevity in the relationship, and in the second of our features we investigate the changing face of corporate client demands and
how transaction banks have adapted.
Technology investment is a critical area here, as Paul
Simpson, head of global transaction services at Bank
of America Merrill Lynch, explains: “Over the past
10 years, large corporates have become much more
dependent on technology. A decade ago, even some
of the largest companies were doing a lot of manual
reconciliation and cashflow forecasting. As of five years
ago, investment in automating processes and ERP
standardization has really taken off, and this is allowing
corporates to electronify and build their business in a
way that is scalable.”
Banks have had to invest billions of dollars each year
to keep up with the ferocious pace of technological
development, and this is set to continue, and undoubtedly multiply, as global trade and commerce becomes
increasingly digitized.
Our third feature explores this theme of global trade
and the impact the inexorable rise of the renminbi is
having on companies that buy from and sell to China,
which will soon supersede the US as the world’s largest
economy.
Specifically, we investigate when exactly there might
be a big-bang moment when companies the world over
embrace the renminbi as a mainstream payments and
trade-settlement currency, effectively breaking the longheld dominance of the US dollar, euro and sterling for
the first time.
The moment is getting closer, and is being hastened
by a programme of liberal economic reforms that Adam
Smith would be proud of, but precisely when it will
happen remains anyone’s guess.
What is for certain is that companies worldwide that
buy and sell from China need to be preparing themselves for this inevitability.
Some are well advanced in their preparations – most
TS
are not.
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The epitome of
relationship banking
Relationship banking never died. The supportive role a bank plays in helping
clients grow and develop has always been at the heart of transaction
banking. Investment bankers could learn something. By Laurence Neville
Some of the images conjured up by bankers to describe transaction banking are vivid enough to remain with you for some time.
Many liken it to a relationship or marriage: courtship is followed
by cohabitation, and the potential exists for a lifetime of harmony
provided there is candour and mutual financial interest. More
dramatic still are the visceral metaphors employed by bankers,
describing it as a company’s heart, lifeblood or nervous system.
Leaving aside the question of whether a spouse is as integral to
survival as one’s heart, the intent of transaction bankers is clear.
“Relationship banking deals with everyday activities,” explains
Marc Carlos, head of global trade and transaction banking at BNP
Paribas. “Nothing is more essential than transaction banking
services, such as payments and working capital: that is why transaction banking is relationship driven.”
For banks, the attraction of transaction banking is straightforward. “When a bank acts as a primary provider of transaction
services, the bank’s network becomes an extension of the client’s
own infrastructure,” says Paul Simpson, head of global transaction services at Bank of America Merrill Lynch. “Inevitably, when
you perform such a critical function – and perform it well – you
become a trusted adviser.”
From the perspective of a client, transaction banking epitomizes relationship banking because the services it involves, such as
payments and collections, working capital, operational efficiency,
risk management, liquidity optimization and short-term funding.
These are embedded into a client’s financial operating system,
notes Rajesh Mehta, head of treasury and trade solutions, Europe,
Middle East and Africa, at Citi. “That presupposes a level of advice, trust and codependency.”
It’s the codependency that banks are most interested in. As
Mike Verrier, group treasurer of FTSE100-listed Wolseley, the
world’s number one distributor of heating and plumbing products, explains, transaction banking services are long term in nature because they “are complex and difficult to switch to another
provider”. He adds: “Periodically, we run tenders for our transaction services; however, our experience is that we rarely change the
incumbent.”
Consequently, transaction banking is relationship banking
almost by default, because relationships last a long time. “Relationship banking denotes longevity and a long-term view,” says
Mehta. “In banking terms, transaction banking is sticky because
relationships are difficult to unpick” and therefore produce longlasting revenues, he adds. As Simpson notes, this annuity-style
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revenue stream is a key attraction.
In addition to its sticky revenue characteristics, transaction banking offers opportunities to win additional business.
“Providing transaction banking services to a customer delivers
a rich source of data and with it a unique opportunity to attain
a deeper understanding of their business,” says Diane Reyes,
global head of payments and cash management at HSBC. “Leveraging this intelligence enables us to deliver an outstanding
customer experience.”
Crucially, one of the characteristics of true relationship banking
is that a bank can use its insight into a client’s activity to make
proactive product and service suggestions. “In such situations,
business may be put out to tender for governance reasons, but
by making the suggestion, the chances of winning the business
are improved because of the bank’s additional knowledge,” notes
Mehta, adding: “Having a relationship never eliminates competition, however.”
Customers look at a broad number of factors when they
choose a transaction banking partner, according to HSBC’s Reyes.
“Geographic coverage; counterparty strength; transaction banking advice; suitable products; understanding of local regulations;
connectivity; reliable technology; and the ability to apply that
technology to develop bespoke solutions for customers’ needs are
all common factors,” she says.
Those qualities are prerequisites for successful transaction banking. However, relationship banking requires an X factor: the ability to conduct a relationship, which can be harder than it sounds.
“The main challenge is establishing a partnership,” explains Ernst
Ohmayer, co-head, global transaction banking, at UniCredit. To
do that, banks must stay close to their clients, provide continuing
support and advice, listen carefully – in order to anticipate needs
– and ensure the entire organization is committed to “following
up” on these needs, adds Ohmayer.
The last point is critical to success. “A successful client relationship can only be nurtured if there is no silo-thinking,” says Ohmayer. “It is the task of the entire management – not just passionate
sales people – to spark the ‘client obsession’ a bank needs, if it is
to respond effectively to the requirements of corporate clients.”
Despite the increased importance placed on transaction banking by many banks, the ability to take a pan-organizational view
of client relationships remains a common stumbling block. “For
some, a siloed approach [means] it can be difficult to align their
structure around the client,” says Jennifer Boussuge, head of glob-
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al transaction services, EMEA, at BAML. “We have an integrated
coverage model for GTS, and corporate and investment banking.
The integration of our businesses is one of our strengths – our
corporate banker covers a large corporate and knows end to end
how we service that client; that’s powerful.”
While transaction bankers wax lyrical on the benefits of
relationship banking for their banks, how does it help clients?
Most obviously, corporates gain access to low-cost credit, which
is almost always the price to pay – either implicitly or explicitly
– for the privilege of providing transaction banking (see box on
Wolseley). More generally, relationship banking – in the context
of transaction services – implies a commitment to clients to be
more than just another service provider.
“In practical terms, relationship banking in GTS is about dedicated customer service,” says Simpson at BAML. “For example,
if we have a client based in Asia and that company wants to be
serviced globally from Asia, then we will make that happen. We
will service their worldwide operations from their locally based
Asia headquarters.”
Stefan Bender, head of global transaction banking, Europe, Middle East and Africa, at Deutsche Bank, agrees: “Quality of service

“For some, a siloed approach [means] it can
be difficult to align their structure around the
client”
Jennifer Boussuge, BAML

The fall and rise of relationship banking
Not so long ago, annuity-style revenue streams – and relationship banking – were seen as old fashioned. Mike Verrier, group
treasurer of heating and plumbing products distributor Wolseley, recalls sitting on a panel at an Association of Corporate
Treasurers conference, just before the financial crash, explaining
his company’s relationship-based approach to banking. “The
session and discussions with participants afterwards made me
feel distinctly out of touch,” he says. “It was clear that transaction, not relationship, banking was the order of the day.”
Before 2008, banks were focused on big, one-off mandates
with upfront fees and little long-term commitment. “Longterm services such as transaction banking products were seen as
having low profitability and not being something that created
customer loyalty,” says Verrier. “The view was that corporates
would always shop around for the best transaction execution.
Many banks did not grasp that ultimately corporates would
look at the total cost of the portfolio of banking services that
they bought, and expect the pricing to reflect the synergies.”
There might have been a time when bankers did not
understand – or remember – why transaction services are so
important to corporates, but that is no longer the case, asserts
Manfred Schmoelz, head of transaction services, Asia Pacific,
at Royal Bank of Scotland. “When the global markets were impacted by the economic downturn six years ago, banks turned
to their core banking revenues by necessity, as other revenue
streams dried up or disappeared altogether.”
Now changing bank regulations – most notably Basle III –
require greater capital allocation for traditional commercial
banking activities and more focused liquidity management by
banks. “This regulatory framework is leading banks to provide
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services that are linked to the core operational activities of clients,” says Ernst Ohmayer, co-head, global transaction banking,
at UniCredit. “Only by being recognized as a partner can a bank
offer and retain the transactional services linked to customers’
day-to-day business life.”
At the same time, transaction banking has become increasingly competitive – not least because a new wave of banks
has begun to push transaction banking in search of customer
deposits to fund their other banking activities – resulting in
shrinking margins worldwide, according to Stefan Bender,
head of GTB Europe, Middle East and Africa at Deutsche
Bank. “Hence, client retention, long-term client centricity and
relationship orientation have become the major priorities for
transaction banks, in addition to the quality of services and the
range of products they offer.”
Meanwhile, corporates’ approach to relationship banking
has also evolved. As a result of the crisis, corporates increasingly came to value their supply chain, including their banks,
according to Marc Carlos, head of global trade and transaction
banking at BNP Paribas. That prompted many companies to
turn to supply-chain finance – “a product that reinforces the
relationship between a bank and a company” – to support suppliers. In short, corporates became more aware of the potential
value banks could deliver and the mutual benefits offered by a
deeper relationship. “Supply-chain finance allows BNP Paribas
to eliminate financial intermediaries for a corporate, helping
to lower costs and improve efficiency,” says Carlos. “It also
improves our knowledge of both the buyer company and its
suppliers, which makes it easier for us to meet our compliance
obligations.”
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is the key differentiator.” He adds: “Beyond the quality of services
and the range of solutions, the major drivers of a well-functioning
relationship between clients and banks are mutual trust while
conducting business.”
Many banks are increasingly seeking an advisory role with
clients in pursuit of a fuller relationship. “We want companies to
discuss their business strategy with us so we can understand their
goals and challenges,” says Boussuge at BAML. “We call this ‘share
of mind’ and it’s important because it translates into ‘share of
wallet’. We have the capacity to really commit time and resources
to our key clients: we have a consultative approach with corporates’ treasury teams and white-board their challenges, providing
advice and solutions that help address their multiple and complex
needs.”

A relationship approach to transaction banking really comes
into its own when clients embark on a new strategic endeavour,
according to Claudio Camozzo, co-head, global transaction banking, at UniCredit. For example, a European corporate expanding
to north America immediately needs to optimize its treasury
activity, manage additional FX risk and ensure that supply-chain
management between the two continents is supported by an
appropriate trade-finance solution. “Unless you have a reliable
partner bank this situation can be challenging to manage,” says
Camozzo.
A relationship bank (assuming it had the appropriate capabilities) would understand the corporate’s business model and the
consequent implications for supply-chain management/supplychain finance, cashflow and cash management needs, and interest

KrisEnergy: an evolving relationship
One of the key tenets of transaction banking is that by building a long-term relationship with clients – driven by day-to-day
activities rather than flashy one-off transactions – banks can
play a role in supporting the development and growth of clients. Given that global and large regional banks primarily focus
on top-tier corporates, this hypothesis can be difficult to test: it
is unusual for a company to go from start-up to multinational
without at least a few changes of transaction bank along the
way.
One exception is KrisEnergy, an independent oil and gas company established in September 2009. To be sure, KrisEnergy was
far from a regular start-up. On launch, it received a $500 million
equity investment from First Reserve, a leading private equity
investor specializing in the energy sector. Moreover, the founders of KrisEnergy previously founded and operated Pearl Energy,
a multi-asset exploration and production company sold to
Mubadala Development Company, an Abu Dhabi governmentowned investment vehicle, in 2008.
Nevertheless, KrisEnergy has enjoyed spectacular growth,
driven by a series of strategic partnerships with leading operators, giving it interests in 14 exploration, development and production assets in Cambodia, Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam
after just three years of operation. Flexible banking arrangements were therefore necessary to meet the company’s evolving needs. “Starting from basic operating accounts with [an]
electronic platform, the cash management solutions that we
used extended to liquidity management solutions that helped us
enhance value on a day-to-day basis and cater for an event-driven transaction,” explains Stephen Clifford, chief strategy officer
and vice-president, treasury, at KrisEnergy.
As KrisEnergy’s reach across southeast Asia expanded, it
required an efficient and effective straight-through processing
platform to manage domestic and cross-border payments. RBS,
which has worked with KrisEnergy since its inception and is
now its lead bank in five countries in Asia and Europe, proposed
its Access Direct host-to-host solution. “We needed a host-tohost global payments engine to facilitate domestic and crossborder commercial payment instructions, in all currencies, from
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any location in the world,”
says Clifford. “And for ease of
use, we wanted to be able to
send payments in a single file
and view everything from a
single window. With Access Direct, we got what we needed in
a highly secure environment as
well as seamless and comprehensive reporting.”
Benefits for KrisEnergy include automated, multi-bank
reporting, and real-time track“In the case of
ing and tracing files and inKrisEnergy, our
dividual transactions, assured
relationship evolved
straight-through processing
as the company
that eliminates the need to
re-key transactions in a bank
went from a start-up
interface, and online signing
to an international
which offers the convenicorporate”
ence of online authorization.
Access Direct uses industry
Manfred Schmoelz, RBS
XML standards for communication and payment formats,
supporting seamless integration with ERP and treasury systems.
“Our choice of Access Direct marks the latest stage in the continuing evolution of our partnership with RBS,” says Clifford.
“RBS has been with us from day one and we’re confident that
its capabilities will help us to continue to grow and achieve our
strategic goals in the future.”
According to Manfred Schmoelz, head of transaction services,
Asia Pacific, at RBS, the key to relationship banking is thinking
about where you can make an impact for your client. “In the
case of KrisEnergy, our relationship evolved as the company
went from a start-up to an international corporate,” he notes.
“Over the years, we helped the company improve efficiencies
in its financial processes and constantly considered what they
might need next as their business grew.”
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rate and FX risk, says Camozzo. “A partnership attitude with an holistic approach to clients’ needs is not only essential to serve corporate
clients effectively but can also offer cross-selling opportunities to the
bank,” he adds.
Verrier at Wolseley says the banks that really understand relationship banking go the extra mile to understand the company’s business
model. “They visit our subsidiaries to talk to our commercial people,”
he explains. “They are therefore able to relate their products to our
needs and successfully match them up in a way other banks cannot.
This commitment to getting close to us separates the excellent banks
from the ordinary.”
Boussuge says this is precisely the strategy BAML is adopting. “Our
success is dependent on knowing how we can be relevant to a client,”
she notes. “Those that openly discuss their business strategy, and are
transparent in how business will be allocated, will ultimately get the
best value from us. We can’t innovate or provide new services in a
vacuum. That means talking to clients frequently, both informally
and through structured forums such as our client advisory board,
which provides us with essential feedback on a range of issues from
how we are structured, to where we should direct investments, and
TS
what we need to change.”

“Unless you have a reliable partner bank this
situation can be challenging to manage”
Claudio Camozzo, UniCredit

Relationship banking: a treasurer’s view
For heating and plumbing products distributor Wolseley, transacits core banks, these banks must lend to the company, with loan
tion banking – rather than one-off mandates – is the foundation of
margins that reflect the value of total business. “We expect attracits banking relationships. “I see banking as the original outsourctive loan margins because of the other business that the banks will
ing and logistics service, acting as a store of wealth and a way to faobtain from us,” says Verrier. “Since the financial crisis, banks have
cilitate its transfer,” says Mike Verrier, group treasurer of Wolseley.
become increasingly willing to talk about ‘share of wallet’ and how
“Consequently, we treat our banks as we would any other supplier
they value the business we do with them.”
or service provider. We need banking partners that can meet our
Nevertheless, it remains hard to get some banks to tell Wolseneeds over the long term and with whom we can have a mutually
ley what business they want to win. “The leading banks are clear
profitable relationship.”
about their capabilities – they focus on their competitive products
Wolseley’s extensive branch network means
and services; these banks are a pleasure to work
that it needs local banks in the countries where
with as we can channel our efforts into workit operates. These banks form the core of its
ing with them in activities where we maximize
banking group. Wolseley currently has 21
the benefits for both of us,” says Verrier. “Alas,
“We know that some
relationship banks, which provide it with the
a large number of banks still apply a scattergun
combination of our
product range and geographic spread it needs.
approach, trying to offer everything, but not
relationship banks will be
“Whenever we plan a major transaction, such as
being clear where they really excel. It is much
able to provide excellent
a revolving credit facility, a US private placeharder to develop relationships with these
ment or a receivables financing facility, we
banks as we struggle to find the key areas to
execution”
know that some combination of our relationfocus on.”
Mike Verrier, Wolseley
ship banks will be able to provide excellent
Verrier encourages banks to present new
execution,” explains Verrier. “Naturally, we look
ideas that might benefit the company. “We are
at the various league tables for transactions and
always willing for banks to trial and test ideas
generally we find that at least five of our relawith us even while they are still in developtionship banks are in the top 10. The great benefit of such a strong
ment; we see it as a privilege to be able to contribute to the debanking group is that we know we can complete any transaction
velopment of new products and services in this way,” he says. He
we contemplate with a bank we know well and we have worked
cites supply-chain finance and FX risk management as “excellent’
with in the past. When you are doing a complex transaction,
products” it was introduced to in this way. Unfortunately, Verrier
working with teams you know well is a distinct advantage.”
also sees numerous “solutions looking for problems”, which he
Wolseley has always been open about the quid pro quo that in
believes would be less common if banks spent more time talking to
return for focusing the great majority of its ancillary business with
clients during product development.
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INTRODUCING THE CORPORATE
DIGITAL BANK
By Marie-Laurence Faure-Lepetit, Head of Marketing Channel Products, BNP Paribas Cash Management
Corporate-to-bank connectivity
has evolved considerably in
recent years, with treasurers and

errors. These corporations will

opportunities in the way that

achieve bank independence.

enables us to support both local

without expert help. To address this
uncertainty and devise connectivity

BNP Paribas has pioneered the

to enable central visibility and control
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“The ability to create
custom solutions
for transactions
and reporting in a
convenient and highly
specific way is a
powerful proposition
for corporates”

such as utilities and retail, as well as
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and national protocols such as
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extend the convenience, security
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of the future
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Redback rising
The renminbi’s meteoric rise as a payments and trade currency has brought
it closer to becoming mainstream than ever before. Precisely when this will
happen is anyone’s guess. That it will is inevitable. By Duncan Kerr
The debate rumbles on around when exactly during the 1920s
and 1930s the US dollar surpassed sterling as the world’s leading international currency.
Now, though, what is indisputable is that China will surpass
the US as the world’s largest economy – possibly by the end of
this year – and the renminbi will almost certainly continue its
rise and at some point in the next decade will start to directly
challenge the US dollar as the leading international currency.
That will be a profound event when it comes, symbolizing
and confirming China’s rise as a world economic and political
power as much as underlining the fall of the US and the west’s
long-held economic supremacy.
The internationalization of the renminbi is essential for this
to happen, which is why Beijing has been prudently hastening the currency’s use in recent years through a liberalization
programme that Adam Smith would have been proud of.
China’s new leaders have galvanized this free-market push
since taking charge early last year, bringing about capital
market and interest rate liberalization and establishing the
Shanghai Free Trade Zone in the first few months of office.
Since then, interest rates have been freed up for foreigncurrency deposits and within the SFTZ – a testing ground for
economic reform – restrictions on cross-border capital flows
have been removed. In addition, the daily trading band for
the spot rate between the renminbi and the US dollar has been
widened from 1% to plus or minus 2% a day, providing greater
freedom around market pricing.
Taken together, these reforms highlight China’s commitment
to reform and point to capital account liberalization being
closer than ever before.
The opening up of the capital account, enabling companies
and investors to trade the renminbi across China’s borders
without hindrance, is seen as the crucial reform for the currency to emerge as a truly global rival to the US dollar.
“If the authorities can, in time, loosen up the capital account, that would be great for companies,” says Rachel Miao,
finance director, China, for Dover Corporation, a US-headquartered manufacturer of specialized industrial products and
equipment.
The consensus view is that this will happen by 2020, but it
could reasonably be expected to occur in the next two to three
years, according to HSBC.
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In international payments and trade settlement – a vital
artery of the global economy – this reform in particular is
seen as one that might help trigger a big-bang moment when
companies worldwide truly embrace the renminbi and use it
pari-passu with the dollar, euro and sterling to pay for goods
and services.
“China is currently the number-two world economy, it has
the seventh-largest traded currency and it is one of the most
significant exporters,” says Evan Goldstein, managing director,
global head of renminbi services, Deutsche Bank. “The only
missing piece is capital account reform and full convertibility.”
Kee Joo Wong, head of global payments and cash management, China, at HSBC, says that should this happen there is a
distinct possibility the renminbi will become a top-five world
payments currency within five years from now.
The renminbi has a long way to go before it achieves this status, but it has already made dramatic progress in the past three
years alone, overtaking 22 other currencies to break into the
top-10 most used currencies for payments and trade settlement
for the first time this year.
In March, the renminbi was the seventh-most-used currency,
with a new record-high share of 1.62%, according to Swift data.
Standard Chartered estimates that renminbi trade-settlement
volumes could quadruple to $3 trillion by 2020 – making it the
fourth-largest payment currency in that time behind the US
dollar, euro and sterling.
Capital account reform and full convertibility of the currency is vital for this to happen, but ahead of that time are the
world’s largest multinational companies ready to ditch the dollar for the renminbi? And beyond the focus on and excitement
around this policy event, what is it actually going to take to
make the renminbi a mainstream international payment and
trade-settlement currency?

Early momentum
Faith and trust in the authorities has a large part to play in
answering that last question. Much of the renminbi’s early
momentum, spurred on by Beijing’s reformist zeal since 2009,
has come from those multinational companies that buy from
and sell to China vast quantities of goods and services, in turn
creating a naturally deep demand to do business with the
China in its own currency.
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But mainstream currencies cannot be perceived to be a
“China is currently the
one-way bet as the renminbi has been. “When we talk to our
number-two world economy,
clients one of the first questions they always ask is: ‘Is it a
one-way bet?’” says Jinny Yan, a senior economist at Standard
it has the seventh-largest
Chartered. “We have seen some depreciation in the value of
traded currency and it is
the renminbi recently, and that has put the question into
one
of the most significant
people’s minds as to how much they can continue to believe
exporters. The only missing
the currency will continue to appreciate.”
HSBC’s Wong argues that Beijing allowing the currency
piece is capital account reform
to fluctuate more against the dollar, “is a demonstration to
and full convertibility”
companies and consumers that this currency is being driven
Evan Goldstein, Deutsche Bank.
by market forces”.
Widening the trading band between the renminbi and dollar to plus or minus 2% a day does not create a freely traded
currency, but it’s twice as free as it was.
mens in gaining a competitive edge in this major market.”
In addition to this, it’s imperative that Beijing continues
It’s an edge many other multinational companies that trade
to prove that it is willing and able to put in place the reforms
with and have substantial investments in China are eager to
needed to support China’s growth and development, and by
gain too.
extension of that the renminbi’s internationalization.
According to Standard Chartered’s sixth quarterly Offshore
“If the renminbi is to be utilized frequently and by many
Renminbi Corporate Survey – in which around 130 senior
more corporates, there has to be a certain level of comfort,”
finance managers of companies across Asia, Europe and the
says Wong. “Attaining that stems from treasurers understandUS were interviewed – some 48% of those that import from
ing the direction in which the authorities are moving.”
China said they preferred to pay their mainland suppliers in
These elements together are important to encourage confirenminbi.
dence and the broader use of the renminbi, but ultimately this
Similarly, 45% of those that export to China preferred to
will be driven initially by demand among large multinationals
quote prices to their mainland buyers in renminbi. This conthat see China as a critical market for them.
trasts with 29% of importers and 18% of exporters who would
Since 2009, when Beijing began to loosen controls on its
prefer to do deals in US dollars, according to the survey.
current account by launching a trade programme enabling
HSBC’s Wong says European multinationals seem to be makcompanies on the mainland to use renminbi for international
ing the most progress on this front and some companies that
trade, some multinationals have jumped on the opportunity to
he knows have even moved almost 100% of their intercompay their China-based customers and suppliers in renminbi.
pany transactions into renminbi.
Sweden’s Ikea, the world’s largest furniture retailer, and GerHe adds that they are also increasingly comfortable with acmany’s Henkel, a consumer and industrial goods manufacturer, were among a small group of multinationals to pioneer
WORLD PAYMENT CURRENCIES VS. TRADE
this a couple of years ago, in effect having their China subGLOBAL SHARE (EXTRA-REGIONAL TRADE ONLY FOR EUROPE)
sidiaries invoice cross-border transactions in renminbi rather
40
than in dollars.
SWIFT payments
Total trade
Using this intercompany renminbi invoicing model enables
35
companies to better manage their foreign exchange risk, cut
transaction costs and process payments faster. Some multina30
tionals have also started to make and receive payments from
their third-party suppliers in the renminbi for much the same
25
reasons.
UK supermarket group Tesco and Germany’s Siemens,
% 20
Europe’s largest engineering company, have most recently followed Ikea’s lead. In February, Siemens announced that it had
15
introduced the renminbi as an additional ‘regular’ currency
with the same payment status within the company as other
10
cross-border trade-settlement currencies, and particularly the
US dollar and euro.
5
“Siemens has a broad presence and a long history in China
dating back to 1872 when we supplied China with the first
0
pointer telegraphs,” says Bernd Euler, chief financial officer
of Siemens China. “To adopt the renminbi invoice procedure
Source: WTO, Swift, Standard Chartered Research
with our customers and suppliers is a shift that supports Sie-
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cepting third-party payments from their suppliers in renminbi,
which might be one of the key next phases in driving the use
of the currency throughout the corporate spectrum.
“If the renminbi is to be widely used, it has to go far deeper
into the supply chain of large companies and that means small
and medium-sized enterprises,” says Deborah Mur, head of
treasury and trade solutions, western Europe, at Citi.

Quick evolution
Penetration among the world’s smaller companies will undoubtedly take a lot longer than for the multinationals, but
with the right clearing and settlement infrastructure that evolution could take place a lot more quickly than expected.
Specifically the People’s Bank of China has been developing
its own international clearing and settlement system, known as
China International Payments System (CIPS), which it expects
to launch this year after several delays. The onshore system,
China National Payments System, is also being upgraded by
the PBOC.
The idea behind CIPS is to have a new renminbi clearing and
settlement network that is wholly integrated with the onshore
financial system and is scalable enough to handle the surge in
international renminbi usage over time.
Once launched, CIPS is expected to be a key source of international renminbi liquidity, says Standard Chartered’s Yan.
For Citi’s Mur, the launch of CIPS might have a more
profound impact. “If you’re looking for an ‘a-ha!’ moment,”
she says, “I think the launch of the clearing system CIPS will
provide that moment. That’s when the user experience should
significantly improve.”
There is no question that CIPS has the potential to be a
game changer. Although the international renminbi clearing
platform hasn’t been launched yet, the basic functionality of it
is expected to markedly improve access for foreign corporates
as well as help accelerate the process of internationalizing the
renminbi.
Indeed, for the first time CIPS will put the renminbi on an
even footing with other global currencies in areas such as operating hours, risk reduction and liquidity optimization. This is
good news for companies using the currency.
But Rani Gu, transaction services products head for Greater
China at JPMorgan, says that for them to get the best out of
it most need to enhance their enterprise resource planning
systems to use the renminbi efficiently as a functional treasury
currency. She says that is happening and in addition “companies that have renminbi payables and receivables are increasingly looking at centralized payment processing and management, which can often mean incorporating the renminbi into a
regional treasury or payment factory.”
However, as much as there is excitement behind CIPS, there
is caution too. There are questions, for example, around the extent to which CIPS will embrace international standards, its robustness, whether it will run on a gross or net settlement basis,
and the definition of its rules around finality and insolvency.
The hope is that CIPS will meet the efficiency of some of
the most advanced clearing systems such as the UK’s Clearing
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“When we talk to our clients one of the first
questions they always ask is: ‘Is it a one-way bet?’
We have seen some depreciation in the value
of the renminbi recently, and that has put the
question into people’s minds as to how much
they can continue to believe the currency will
continue to appreciate”
Jinny Yan, Standard Chartered

House Automated Payment System (Chaps) or the Clearing
House Interbank Payments System (Chips) in the US, which
combine elements of both netting and real-time gross settlement.
The importance of CIPS, if Beijing gets it right, is not lost on
Deutsche’s Goldstein, who says it could create the closest event
to a big-bang moment in the renminbi being used as a payments and trade-settlement currency.
“If large corporations start to really reconsider the currency within their SAP and accounting systems, and if market
infrastructure initiatives like Sepa [the Single Euro Payments
Area] and ISO20022 [global messaging standards] consider the
renminbi and the onshore platform develops a PvP [payment
versus payment] or RTGS [real-time gross settlement] settlement finality, then you’ll start to see all the pieces move into
place for this major event.”
He adds, however, that China still has “different payment
standards and formatting migrations (CNAPS to CIPS), and that
some form of standardization for cross-border payments would
need to happen before this will occur.”
Citi’s Mur shares this view and says that if China’s CIPS is
the equivalent to Chips, Chaps and Target 2 – an interbank
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payment system for the real-time processing of cross-border
transfers throughout the European Union – it will certainly
help facilitate the broader adoption of the renminbi.

Commodity revolution
If there is one global industry that could accelerate this and
more fundamentally potentially cause a revolution in how
the renminbi is used, traded and indeed priced, it is the sector
for which China is largely reliant on imports: commodities.
Close to one-third of China’s imports are commodities,
and iron ore, coal, crude oil and soya beans together make
up almost 20% of that. And if, as Standard Chartered expects,
China’s trade invoiced in renminbi could double by 2020 to
around 28%, or over $3 trillion, then the invoicing of China’s
commodity trade in the currency would go a long way towards accelerating this shift.
Most global commodity trade is currently dollar-denominated, but even a partial redenomination of China’s commodity
trade into renminbi would substantially boost renminbi trade
flows. Standard Chartered expects renminbi-denominated commodity trade flows to account for about 6% of China’s trade by
2020.
“While Renminbi-invoiced commodity trade will likely
grow at a slow pace to start with, the oligopolistic structure of
China’s biggest commodity suppliers should cause the growth
rate to increase exponentially once renminbi-denominated
flows reach a critical size. We expect this to happen in 2019,”
says Kelvin Lau, senior economist at Standard Chartered in
Hong Kong.
Lau adds that he expects renminbi invoicing to start with
small one-off trades in crude-oil and soya-bean imports, and
that when renminbi-denominated trade payments become
more popular, commodity producers are likely to want further
exposure to the currency. This will require pricing commodities

SHARE OF RMB TRADE SETTLEMENT TO DOUBLE BY 2020
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“If the authorities can,
in time, loosen up the
capital account, that
would be great for
companies”
Rachel Miao, Dover
Corporation

directly in renminbi, instead of obtaining the price from dollardenominated indices.
“While such a redenomination of commodity indices is still
some way in the future, we believe the markets will move in
this direction,” says Lau.
Deutsche’s Goldstein believes that the markets “would stand
up and take notice” if a “major foreign commodities company
repriced or started quoting in renminbi”. But he says that
even if that did happen it would not necessarily “be a catalyst
for widespread change because the US dollar is still the major
international currency by a long shot”.
Euromoney contacted oil companies BP, Exxon Mobil, Shell
and commodities trading and mining company Glencore
Xstrata seeking comment on this, but they either declined to
comment or did not return calls.
From the evidence so far, this remains an early stage development, but HSBC’s Wong says that some of the oil majors are
raising renminbi funding offshore by issuing dim sum bonds,
through bank debt or simple FX swaps, and investing capital back into China via shareholder loans in renminbi, and
utilizing the new cross-border lending or sweeping schemes to
extract whatever excess liquidity they have in the country. “As
such,” says Wong. “You could say they have gotten their feet
wet and are moving in this direction.”
Indeed, the day one of the big oil companies first invoices
China for oil in renminbi and receives payment in Chinese
government bonds as a result will likely be a watershed moment for the renminbi as a world payment and trade-settlement currency.
Citi’s Mur says that in the meantime the planned US IPO of
Chinese e-commerce company Alibaba later this year will be an
interesting catalyst in the internationalization of the renminbi.
The company, founded in 1999 by former English teacher
Jack Ma, controls an estimated 80% of China’s e-commerce
market through its Tmall and Taobao sites, with almost $250
billion-worth of goods sold over its Chinese marketplaces last
year.
“If their 230 million-plus active customers start buying and
selling cross-border and then settling in renminbi,” she says,
“that is going to be another phenomenal driver of flows.” TS
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UNICREDIT CASE STUDY: ENEL
Enel, a global leader in power and gas production based in Italy, sought out the
cash management services of UniCredit for its SEPA migration process. It is full of
praise for the rapid and successful resolution of the issues that followed
Enel is one of the leading players
in the power and gas markets
across Europe. It is Italy’s largest
power company and Europe’s
second largest in terms of market
capitalization. The company
operates across 40 countries
and four continents, overseeing
power generation from more than
98GW of net installed capacity.
Enel employs 71,000 people
to distribute electricity and gas
through a network spanning 1.9
million km and serving 61 million
customers.
Enel has been listed on the Milan
Stock Exchange since 1999; with
1.2 million retail and institutional
investors, the company has the
largest number of shareholders
of any Italian company. The Italian
Ministry of Finance is one of Enel’s
most important shareholders
with a holding of 31.24% of the
company’s stock.
Enel is ardently committed
to renewable energy for
sustainable development. The
company operates a wide range
of hydroelectric, thermoelectric,
nuclear, geothermal, wind and solar
renewable power plants. In 2013,
over 42% of the power generated
by Enel was carbon-free.
Enel is an innovative company
world to replace traditional
electromechanical meters with
smart meters, making it possible
to measure energy consumption
in real time, as well as manage

contractual relationships remotely.
Approximately 32 million Italian
retail customers are equipped with
smart meters installed by Enel
and the company is deploying an
additional 13 million smart meters
to its customer base in Spain. This
tool is key to the development
of smart grids, smart cities and
electric mobility.

SEPA: Creating a level playing
The Single Euro Payments Area
(SEPA) project, championed by
the EU since 2002, is designed
to include non-cash euro retail
payments as part of European
integration with the aim of
within the euro area.
An integrated market for
electronic payments for the euro
is believed to be necessary for the
proper functioning of the market
consumers. By replacing current
national payment schemes with a
common EU-wide payment scheme
- reliant on open standards and
common rules - SEPA has laid down
the chain of payments.
Within the framework of SEPA,
all retail payments in euros are
regarded as domestic transactions.
The distinction between domestic
and cross-border payments within
the euro area is eliminated.
The EU’s SEPA Migration
End-date Regulation established

Fernando Santini
Vice President, International Cash Management Sales Italy
Unicredit Spa
Tel: +39 0667076987
Email: Fernando.Santini@unicredit.eu
www.gtb.unicredit.eu

1 February 2014 as the deadline
for the euro area’s migration to
SEPA credit transfers (SCTs)
and SEPA direct debits (SDDs)
denominated in euros. Enel handles
approximately 20 million direct
debit transactions a month. For the
company to continue to give its
broad customer and client base the
to the SEPA payments system was
of the utmost importance.
To prepare for the transition,
Enel enlisted UniCredit’s cash
management services towards
the end of 2012 to assist with
the migration project. Innovative
by nature, Enel decided to tackle
the task early so as to become a
market leader in SEPA payments.
Enel has built a long and secure
relationship with UniCredit over
the past 20 years. While Enel
works with 10 banks altogether,
UniCredit proved itself to be one
of the most reliable and innovative
and eventually became the main
treasury bank for the company
during the demanding time of
transition.
Giovanni Vattani, head of
payment systems at Enel in Italy,
considers UniCredit to be on a
different level to other banks. “For
UniCredit it was obvious that their
problems would have been as
important as our problems. They
took a personal approach to build
and maintain a relationship with us.
for them to overcome,” he says.

Institutions in Italy, and Europe
more generally, have taken two
different approaches of SEPA
migration. Some corporates
and institutions opted for basic
compliance with SEPA regulations,
which would have a minimal effect
on their enterprise resource
planning systems.
At the other end of the scale,
companies such as Enel have taken
on board a much more thorough
adjustments to their core systems
and internal processes to take
advantage of all SEPA functionalities
from the beginning.
The migration from older credit
transfer and direct debit payment
schemes to the new SEPA scheme
was relatively smooth for Enel as
it worked closely with UniCredit
migration possible. However, once
the new payments system came
into being at the start of February
this year, Enel experienced
transactions. Indeed, the transition
efforts impaired banks, customers
and the domestic corporate
banking network.
In some instances, different
interpretations of particular rules
led to the missed delivery of
In other cases, the corporate
banking network had issues
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some of the issues, it could be

Giovanni Vattani,
head of payment
systems, Enel

were 10 times larger than in the
old data format. This led to delays
to banks.
In particular, the interpretation
of reason codes created one of
the biggest problems for Enel.
Mismatches between senders’
and recipients’ approaches to
the SEPA implementation led to
misinterpretation of reason codes.
Where the full implementation of
SEPA had not taken place, the use
of the old direct debit data format
on one side of the transaction
meant that complications could
arise on the other side.
“In Italy, the new system of SEPA
uses a larger number of reason
codes than in the previous system,
and so, in some cases, customers
trouble understanding the real
reason their payments had been
rejected,” explains Fernando
Santini, cash management sales
expert, vice president, at UniCredit
in Italy.

“One of the main reasons for
this issue was that other corporates
hadn’t invested enough in new
treasury activities prior to the
implementation of SEPA. They were
of the understanding that because
they currently had a low number of
unpaids on their system, this would
remain the case,” he says.
“While implementation had
gone smoothly under the direction
of UniCredit, what we discovered
was that banks and some other
institutions did not properly test
out the new functions. Indeed, for
implement the testing phase in
part because of the huge number
of transactions we complete daily.
In some cases, the client was
being affected and this was not
acceptable to us. We needed to
address the situation as quickly and

Given the scale and intricacy of

resolution would be a lengthy
process. This was not the case. In
less than two months, UniCredit,
under Santini’s leadership, was
able to address the issues the
migration process had brought to
the fore. UniCredit’s one-to-one
customer assistance model made
the difference, says Vattani.
As well as formal monthly
meetings from the beginning of
the transition process, UniCredit
and Santini offered around-theclock support to all departments
in Enel affected by the migration.
Moreover, all business was
conducted in a transparent and
constructive manner and a solution
was crafted and implemented in
a partnership between Enel and
UniCredit.
UniCredit solved the problem
that Enel was experiencing from
the mismatch in reason codes,
allowing Enel again to provide the
best service to its customers.
There were a couple of other
issues that needed to be resolved,
however. For instance, Enel had
questions on how to populate
SDD information and how to use
UniCredit advised it thoroughly on
how to overcome this issue with
the adoption of a new process.
This is no longer an issue for the
company.
“We dealt directly with various
departments including product
development, communications and
issues,” says Santini. “Collaboration
was of the utmost importance to
us in order to serve our client to

“Collaboration
was of the utmost
importance to us in
order to serve our
client to the highest
standards”

the highest standards.”
“The most important outcome
is that we now have a streamlined
approach to the solution of any
problems we face thanks to
our partnership with UniCredit.
Unfortunately, this has not
happened with other banks that
are working with us to solve similar
problems. In some cases, the issues
are still ongoing,” says Vattani.
“UniCredit is second-tonone when it comes to advice
surrounding SEPA migration and
solving the various problems that
followed and they remain our
most trusted banking and cash
management partners,” he says.
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The changing face of
corporate demands
Transaction banks are under pressure to keep up with a growing list of
client demands. Investing in technology is essential. By Ben Poole
Over the past 10 years, the demands that corporate clients make
of banks in global transaction services have changed dramatically. There are a number of drivers for this evolution. One key
catalyst is the overall role of technology, which has been an
enabler for changing corporate demands.
“From a treasury perspective you could say that the complexity and portfolio of responsibility of treasury has increased,” says
Michael Spiegel, global head, trade finance and cash management, at Deutsche Bank. “Companies have been growing while
at the same time needing to become more efficient in terms of
productivity, which is where technology has played a big role.
This was also seen following the financial crisis when an enormous amount of transparency was required. This was particularly the case for multinationals, which needed to know where
their cash was and what sort of exposures they had in terms of
credit, banks and currencies.”
Paul Simpson, head of global transaction services (GTS) at
Bank of America Merrill Lynch, says: “Over the past 10 years,
large corporates have become much more dependent on technology. A decade ago, even some of the largest companies were
doing a lot of manual reconciliation and cashflow forecasting.
As of five years ago, investment in automating processes and
ERP standardization has really taken off, and this is allowing
corporates to electronify and build their business in a way that
is scalable.”
Corporates are also leaning on technology to deal with the
increased demands of regulation and risk management. “In
the case of regulation, one example can be seen in US multinationals,” says Deutsche Bank’s Spiegel. “They have to have a
repository of the guaranteed exposures – the off-balance-sheet
contingent liabilities – to prove where they have these. This
requires a more efficient delivery mechanism. Also with risk
mitigation, corporates have been looking to further enhance
their risk mitigation in the overall flow business. They have
always been good on credit monitoring, project monitoring, but
now are increasingly focused on the visibility of where the cash
sits and flows. They also require greater adaptability to respond
better and more quickly to geopolitical challenges.”
Rajesh Mehta, head of treasury and trade solutions, EMEA, at
Citi, says: “Risk management has evolved from a client perspective. In terms of counterparty risk management, corporates have
moved away from wanting all of their eggs in one bank basket.
Then there is the need to visualize exposures, to mobilize based
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on this and then once mobilized to optimize what you have. This
could be exposure to different countries – thinking back to Egypt
and the Arab Spring or more recently Russia and Ukraine – or exposure to conditions such as the low interest rate environment.”
Aside from the direct regulatory effects on corporates over the
past 10 years, the indirect or unintended consequences of some
new regulations have also changed the demands made on GTS
banks.
“There are Basle III-induced concerns, such as what happens
to the supply chain and suppliers that are in countries with a
lesser rating,” says Deutsche’s Spiegel. “The overall financial
crisis sparked a consideration among larger companies to look
at enterprise risk in an end-to-end manner, starting with where
the raw materials and semi-finished products come from, what
the position of their suppliers is, all the way through to who
distributes their products and who the end users are. There is an
emerging deeper value chain and financing chain that corporates are looking at from an end-to-end perspective.”
The regulatory burden has an effect on the relationship between corporates and their GTS banking partners.
“Because of the increase in regulation and the way that banks
have to approach this, if your bank doesn’t understand what
you do and how you approach things, everything takes longer,”
says Neil Hannaford, group treasury manager at Merlin Entertainments. “We want to move forward quickly so we want to
work with banks that understand what we do and can work with
us to get us over the hurdles that we face when operating in new
countries and territories.”
Despite most banks claiming this is how they work, Hannaford is sceptical: “Some are adept at doing this, but some aren’t.
That was the case 10 years ago and is still the case today. It can
depend on the type of bank, what their approach is and how
they are trying to position themselves. The ones that work best
with us are the ones that work on that relationship basis and ask
us what we do and what we want. It really helps us if they are
prepared to get close to our business in that way.”
BAML’s Simpson says: “From a bank perspective, over the past
10 years, what we have been seeing and will continue to see is a
demarcation line. Banks are either going to be one of the global
GTS providers or a niche or regional provider. Which category
certain banks fall into has also changed over the past decade.
For example, there are Chinese banks and a couple of the larger
Indian banks that are becoming global providers. Their networks
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“It is important to continue investing in talent. As the business is always changing you have to
continually review your talent profile according to the changed environment”
Rajesh Mehta, Citi,

are as vast as several of the established global providers. If you
are a big provider and you don’t acknowledge or understand
that, then in five or 10 years’ time you will probably lose a considerable amount of your business. Some of the large Chinese
banks are building out branch networks and are entering major
markets around the world. Their domestic corporate clientele is
starting to go overseas, and as they do so, they are leveraging the
relationships they already have with the Chinese banks.”
To respond to the changing GTS landscape and evolving
corporate demands, banks have been investing in an attempt to
bring benefits to their existing client base and win new business. Most banks have spent big on technology, which can bring
benefits to corporates in a number of ways, as Deutsche Bank’s
Spiegel explains. “We have invested heavily in the sophisticated technology that underpins today’s innovative solutions,
enabling a greater degree of granularity in reporting, but also
standardizing some capabilities and functionality across borders
to ensure a consistent delivery,” he says. “This requires considerable investment, which is what we have done and will continue
to do.”
Investment in the channels that GTS banks use has also been
key to meeting the changing needs of corporate clients. Citi’s
Mehta says: “Our investment in liquidity management and
data – XML and electronic channels – has been as a result of us
wanting to get more and better data, not just to feed transac-
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tional processing but also to achieve the enriched data necessary
for clients’ risk management and regulatory reporting. Investment here services the evolving demands of clients in terms of
centralization, efficiency and working capital.”
Investment in the products that banks offer has also changed
as the demands from corporates, particularly on the treasury
side, have grown beyond cash management. “We have invested
heavily in the supply-chain and trade-finance piece,” says Citi’s
Mehta. “As markets became disrupted, clients continued to go
more global and there was a demand for more flexible tradefinance structures. We invested in the trade platform, more
specifically the supply-chain export industry finance, things
such as capital goods business and then commodities. Commodity finance is driven a lot by the flows you see between China
and Africa, Latin America and Africa, and the oil-producing and
oil-importing regions.”
In addition to investment in processes and products, most
GTS banks also put a high premium on investing in people to
attract and retain talent. “It is important to continue investing
in talent,” says Citi’s Mehta. “As the business is always changing
you have to continually review your talent profile according to
the changed environment.”
Spiegel adds: “We also invest in people across the globe. We
want to have top service and solutions: for example, we have
created a solutions team within the transaction banking side.
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“In the small business and mid-market corporate sector, we are seeing a massive migration overseas,
particularly towards the upper end of the sector”
Paul Simpson, Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Here we invest a lot of intellectual capacity to thinking through
the working capital end-to-end value chain of our clients. We
look at using solutions that we have used in one part of the
world and see how these can provide benefits in other parts of
the world.”
As well as benefiting their clients, banks are finding ways to
use the changing GTS landscape to their advantage.
“The regulatory environment is driving competitive opportunities for banks,” says BAML’s Simpson. “The banks that are
willing to build capabilities or create solutions that are driven
by the regulatory framework will see good returns on their
investment. One example is in Asia, where some of the regional
providers have invested in their capability to allow intra-Asia
trade and trade flows, which has benefited them. You could also
look at the US regulations, of which there are many. Dodd-Frank
1073, for example, had a very specific verification process related
to consumer flows. We partnered with our consumer bank to
develop a solution for our FI clients. And because we acted so
quickly, we ended up being a provider to some of the largest
banks in the US.”
The demands that corporates make on their banking partners
differ depending on their size and footprint. “Large corporates
have complexities in volumes and quite often are operating in
more countries,” says Deutsche Bank’s Spiegel. “When we talk
about investment in technology, this is not just on the bank
side. These corporates also invest enormous amounts in the ERP
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systems and TMS. The complexity for the smaller corporates
comes from the fact that they generally do not have shared
service centres or the size and the scale of their larger peers, yet
clearly want to benefit from developments. That is where banks
have to find ways to bring offerings and solutions to those clients on a slightly different scale.”
The nature of the relationship between a bank and its corporate client can differ depending on the size of the corporate.
“With a smaller client, banks can bring more of an advisory role
to the relationship and work through what is happening to the
corporate,” says Deutsche Bank’s Spiegel. “With large corporates,
it is more often the case that we will work together with them to
develop solutions in true partnership and see how together we
can optimize their processes.”
The relationship between banks and their smaller corporate
clients is a particular focus as the nature of small business is
changing – SMEs are going global. “In the small business and
mid-market corporate sector, we are seeing a massive migration
overseas, particularly towards the upper end of the sector,” says
BAML’s Simpson. “Around five years ago, approximately 95% of
our SME clients in the US were content to stay domestic. In the
past three years, I would say that 70% to 80% of that group are
now going overseas. There is a huge investment by these companies to go international, because the CEOs and CFOs of these
companies are keen to diversify their revenue streams.”
He adds: “There is a point to be made about the use and de-
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livery of mobile technology by small and mid-cap corporates. If you
look at how our clients are using it today, it allows them to control
and run their businesses from virtually any location. Combine that
with what we are seeing on the small business and consumer side
– our consumer business has up to 12 million users of mobile a day
and our small business area is also growing in this way.”
Some differences in corporate demands emerge when different
geographies are considered. “We have a number of different scales
of activity depending on where you look geographically and our
demands on our banking partners reflect this,” says Merlin Entertainments’ Hannaford. “For example, in the US our activities are
reasonably developed and still expanding, so we have a certain
requirement there where we need the cash-pooling arrangements
and to consider overdrafts, for example. This differs in smaller
countries for us where we just want an operational activity, so you
don’t necessarily need a global bank for that. In this situation we
would go and speak to a regional or local bank, because they know
the market best.”
Difference in demand can also occur when looking at smaller
domestic companies. “If you’re looking at a pure Asian company
compared with a pure European company, the Asian company is
far more focused on the growth stage of their cycle, whereas the
European company is more focused on efficiency,” says Citi’s Mehta.
“Compare these types of companies to a multinational that is operating across various regions of the world. There will be differences
in their demands depending on which geography they are operating
in. The advantage that multinationals have is that they will drive
efficiencies everywhere. They will optimize in the areas that at that
particular stage of the economic life cycle are not seeing growth by
deploying more resources to these areas. Their optimization and
resource allocation is broader and they have more opportunities to
optimize within. They have the same needs as companies that are
based purely in one region, but they have more levers to be able to
manage these.”
Hannaford says: “We look at each market separately and don’t
subscribe to the concept of requiring one bank for all of our activity.
We look to see how it fits within the locality, as we need partners
who understand the local market and can support our business. That
is about being on the ground and engaging with these banks, so
they are more likely to understand what we are trying to do. Those
that understand it get the business, as they will be able to react to
our needs, rather than try to sell us something that isn’t suitable.”
Some regional differences in demand from corporates can come
from the difference in perception and developments of trends in
different regions. Mobile payments provide an example of this.
“In Asia or Africa, mobile payments have a completely different
meaning and speed of development than they do in the developed
world,” says Deutsche Bank’s Spiegel. “This applies when you go
into transaction banking services for corporates as well. In the
emerging world there is more affinity with technology and more
openness at times. For example, it is perhaps more likely for a
corporate here to use a mobile device to approve a treasury payment. In the western world, this openness may still take some time
to develop. There are different speeds of technological advancement
and uptake around the world.”
The transaction banking landscape has changed dramatically
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over the past 10 years and this evolution is well placed to continue. “Trends such as the quest for real-time information, greater
transparency and the use of technology in a more intuitive way will
increase as we go forward,” says Deutsche Bank’s Spiegel. “There are
emerging industries where the speed of development is enormous.
We are asked by some of our clients to be very flexible and to be
able to think and move with them, develop ideas and help implement these in a true partnership. We need to make investments
into our underlying systems to allow this flexibility without risking
the stability of the systems. This is an interesting challenge to have,
because the more you are flexible and interfere with your underlying
operating systems, the less stable they are. We are putting the appropriate infrastructure in place so that we can respond to clients’ needs
individually without risking operational efficiency and security.”
BAML’s Simpson adds: “A trend that is happening now, and
which is only going to become more prevalent in the future, is that
corporates will increase their reliance and dependency on banks to
be trusted advisers and implementers. We have built a dedicated
team to specifically provide this kind of advisory expertise. The
team is made up of ex-treasurers, CFOs, and tax and shared service
professionals. The reason driving this trend is that corporates are
being tasked to become more efficient and complete more complex
projects, but they are not being given additional headcount.”
The issue of being asked to do more with less is a concern for
corporates of all shapes and sizes. It will continues to be an area that
requires careful management. “We have worked with some of the
most dynamic companies in the world that have asked us for advice
about how to fix or change a treasury-related issue,” says Simpson.
“If they are happy with our recommendations, and the resulting
savings, we are then asked to implement the projects and help drive
the savings. We are seeing more and more large corporates make
these requests across treasury, FX, shared service centres and inhouse banks in some of these.”
The regulatory burden, which has already made an impression
on the relationships between GTS banks and their corporate clients,
will also continue to have an effect. “Basle III will affect the way that
banks and their clients look at their mutual relationship,” says Citi’s
Mehta. “Capital allocation at a client level will require support by a
fair amount of non-capital-related revenue. The buying process and
the nature of the relationship will evolve as some funding mechanisms become more difficult or expensive. That is the big factor to
consider.”
He adds: “The whole client service experience is really getting a
whole new meaning. The client experience needs to become more
consistent. You have processes that were interfacing bank and client
domestically that are now interfacing at a more centralized place.
You have a different product mix used. There is a lot of investment
and thought going into that.”
This will continue to be a key issue for corporates. “If you are an
international company, you have got to be able to have confidence
that when your banking partner says they can deliver in a certain
country, that they will do that in a coordinated manner,” says Merlin Entertainment’s Hannaford. “Communication is an area where
banks can let themselves down. This can lead to the corporate having unrealistic expectations of what they can achieve. If more banks
TS
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STANDARD CHARTERED BRINGS CHINA
INTO THE GLOBAL COLLECTIVE
In recent years, a series of
regulatory changes has extended
across emerging markets,
in Asia, Africa and the Middle East
for the better or, in some cases, for
the worse.
South Africa, for instance, has

funding at a global level has become
easier. In India, on the other hand,

have trickled down from China’s
ruling elite to the rest of the
country, the game-changer has been
the establishment of the China
(Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone
(PFTZ) in October 2013 and the list

China opens up
Within the PFTZ, a number of
funding and transaction banking

The emerging market that has
legitimately garnered the most
attention in terms of reform and at
the forefront is China, the world’s
second largest economy. While
subtle changes in economic and

foreseeable future. Now is the time
to start integrating China into wider
treasury solutions and create value
for shareholders,” he continues.
Shanghai is being used as a testbed for Chinese regulation changes
that will chart the course for the
country as a truly global economy.

sector in China for good.
The best way to take advantage
of China’s new regulations,

reliable, stable, liquid and wellforeign exchange transactions
and investment vehicles, such as
dim sum bonds, have all eased.

adequacy, liquidity and leverage
requirements have created a new
which has brought reviews of

“Companies can now
treat the RMB as just
another currency and
China can become part
of regional and global
treasury solutions”

“As China moves towards
and global treasury solutions,” says

regulations and has a dedicated

management, Greater China and
North East Asia, for Standard
Chartered.

the bank’s liability and regulatory
the regulatory guidelines and
solutions throughout every stage
the bank and its clients. The bank

a liquid offshore market allow

interest rate risks. The rules around
cross-border lending in US dollars
Michael Vrontamitis,
Standard Chartered

PFTZ, enable treasurers to more
effectively manage liquidity to
and from what is likely to be the

of liquidity management and
cash transformation at Standard
Chartered.
Standard Chartered has been

coverage ratio of over 100% and
leverage ratio over 3%.* The bank
continuously strives to strengthen
its balance sheet with increased
focus on organic growth and
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Standard Chartered can

denominated accounts. Under this

the mainland, to work these
interest result without incurring
any overdraft charges. Thirdly,
the changing banking regulation
and monitoring in China.

Bespoke solutions
global leader in the information
technology sector to leverage

For cross-border, Standard
from the dollar account, without
the need to fund the account
with no quota limitation for cross-

its acquisition activities through a

The client saved more than
$1.5 million in overdraft charges,
as Standard Chartered was able to
offset negative US dollar balances

locally in China that needed to

daily and monthly consolidated

regulated and yields are higher

were used, and all this was executed
in a fully automated way.

London, the client was inclined to

PFTZ the client has been able to
execute ‘true’ end-of-day cross-

Standard Chartered

and global levels, savings on
funding costs, savings on tax on
the entrustment loan and lower

into the global structure within the
same value date.

management, which tracks intralimits, and

,

China POS collections.

Proven ability

need for conversion.
by the client, regulation changes
in China created other issues. For

(POS) collection to consolidate
funds at a central level.

As regulation continues to evolve

for JV structures.
Standard Chartered has the

currency uninhibited by the arbitrary
via banks to advise and administer
the arrangement. There were
also borrowing restrictions, as the

the future, we see the consolidation

for businesses to grow internationally
while bringing back funds.
As Ping Wang, general manager

short-term bank borrowing to meet
Understanding the needs of

in China.
Though the regulations under

facing, Standard Chartered was

Standard Chartered is one of
all traditional liquidity management

the client in less than two weeks

freely cross-border even within

for the client, where funds were

borrow from offshore with a

and facilitating a multi-currency
of Foreign Exchange (SAFE).

Standard Chartered is also
offering other innovations such as
simulation pooling, which allows
for real-time simulations of liquidity
limit

greater outcomes in the future,”
she says.

Survey analysis

China voted worst for
trapping company cash
Treasury professionals say despite efforts to improve tax and regulatory
regimes, China, India, Russia and Argentina are the worst offenders
Treasury professionals of multinational companies with combined annual sales of more than $250 billion see China, India
and Russia as the most difficult countries from which to repatriate company funds, according to a ‘trapped cash’ pulse survey
conducted by Euromoney.
In the first in a series of treasury-related surveys throughout
the year, treasurers and finance directors of companies across industries voted China the “least efficient” country from which to
repatriate cash. India was voted second, Russia third, Argentina
fourth and Turkey fifth.
India was however, ranked first ahead of Iran among countries
the companies had considered investing in but had been dissuaded from so doing by the country’s onerous regulatory and
tax regime, meaning companies are more likely to invest in Iran
rather than India.
By comparison, the US, Germany and the UK were voted the
“most efficient” countries in the survey, which was conducted in
March.
The results, which reflect one of the main long-standing
grievances large and mid-sized international companies have
when doing business in core emerging economies, comes amid a
concerted effort by the governments of China, India, Russia and
Turkey to tackle the issue of trapped cash and ease some of the
cross-border liquidity-management restrictions.
Trapped cash – money that companies legitimately earn
overseas but that is difficult to access or repatriate – typically
occurs because of a combination of factors that include foreign exchange controls, capital requirements, restrictions on
inter-company lending, and taxation on cross-border flows and
dividends paid.
It’s a big problem for treasurers because it can reduce a company’s ability to put cash surpluses in one part of the business
to work elsewhere. This can prevent companies from offsetting
debt, raising borrowing costs, and might also restrict a company’s
investment and growth plans.
The sums involved are substantial too.
JPMorgan, for example, estimates that between 25% and 40%
of cash held by non-financial S&P 500-listed companies is sitting in or is trapped in offshore or overseas jurisdictions. This
equates to some $400 billion to $1 trillion in offshore or overseas
deposits.
“China is arguably making the most overt progress at the regulatory level around how multinationals can access their onshore
cash,” says Julian Oldale, head of international cash manage-
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ment origination, North America, Royal Bank of Scotland. “With
the onset of new regulations in 2014, multinationals may now
establish entities within the Shanghai Free-Trade Zone, ultimately
linking onshore cash pools with offshore global treasury centres.”
He adds this is “a major move” but admits “there is still much
work to be done from a technical perspective to make it a widely
adopted process.”
For Christian Edelmann, partner and head of the Asia Pacific
region at Oliver Wyman, the framework in place in the FTZ – a
testing ground for reformist economic policy in China – is helping to solve some of the challenges multinationals face around
liquidity. But he warns the extent to which cashflows will be
liberalized unfortunately remains uncertain.
“We have already seen cash flowing much more seamlessly
between the FTZ and the rest of the world [mainly Hong Kong],”
says Edelmann. “The big question remains to what extent the
flows from the rest of China in and out of the FTZ will be liberalized going forward.”
Many in the world of business and finance are asking the same
question. However, there are also those who believe China, given
the reforms in recent years, is undeserving of the top ranking.
“China has been continuously liberalizing financial regulations
since mid-2012, with sequential changes occurring with some
frequency. As is the custom in China, changes come in small
steps with a period of pilot programmes to test results,” says Elyse
Weiner, global head of liquidity management services, treasury
and trade solutions, at Citi.
She adds: “With these regulatory changes, companies can lend
both Chinese renminbi and foreign currency across borders.
Within the SFTZ, both lending and borrowing of RMB is possible.
As such, we see China becoming less of an issue with respect to
trapped cash.”
Moving money in and out of Russia is difficult too, according
to the survey, and it must be even more difficult during times of
crisis.
“We do see companies looking to lower exposure and liquidate
assets in Russia, given the problems in Ukraine,” says a senior
transaction services banker. “Companies are watching closely
what’s going on in Russia. On the other hand, Russian companies
may not feel particularly comfortable with assets in the US, given
the possibility of US sanctions.”
The more efficient regulatory and tax regimes of the US,
Germany and UK are certainly to be strived for. And the gap is
closing between developed and core faster-growing economies
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where “the cash management landscape is evolving quickly,”
says John Laurens, head of global payments and cash management, Asia Pacific, HSBC.
“The launch of NACH [National Automated Clearing House]
in India and the increase in pilot programmes to manage excess
liquidity in China reflect the changing dynamics,” he says.
Laurens adds that while the payments and cash management
infrastructure in India might have been seen historically as
complex and fragmented, growth in the Indian economy has
created a need for, and accelerated the provision of, a capable
payments infrastructure.
Even still, Edelmann is not surprised to see India’s regulatory
regime ranked worst.
“In India, cross-border pooling is not allowed by regulations,”
he says. “Royalty payments and transfer pricing between parent
and subsidiary are also strictly monitored and regulated. The
issue is not payment systems or banking infrastructure – it has to
do with convertibility and transferability.”
He adds: “The India rupee is not convertible on capital account. All repatriations of capital have to be approved individually. Also, remitting profits out is a long process as accounts have
to be audited and tax returns assessed and approved before a
company can remit out dividends or capital.”
In China, by comparison, a “simplified cross-border settlement
process and further exchange control and interest-rate liberalization are progressing,” says Laurens. “The State Administration of
Foreign Exchange has been transforming administrative processes
that will lead to greater consistency and transparency via reforms
to the current account and capital account rules.”
And as a greater number of international companies take
advantage of the new regulations in China, RBS’s Oldale says this
and the service banks provide will help change the historical difficulties associated with moving money in and out of the world’s
second largest economy.
“This will take time to happen,” he says. “But as more liquidity
structures are put in place and banks build their capabilities and
advisory services to help companies benefit from these regulations, we will see an improvement.”
Mark Raddan, UK partner at accountancy firm KPMG, says that
in addition to this it should be borne in mind that a company’s

CASH REPATRIATION
LEAST EFFICIENT COUNTRIES
30
25

“Most multinational
companies have well
developed, tax driven
strategies for bringing
money back from foreign
operations to the home
country. Repatriation is
almost always an option,
but often at a cost”
Elyse Weiner, Citi
experience in China very much depends on what industry it is
operating in.
“If you have a manufacturing base there, rather than just
exporting goods with a sales force, this tends to be viewed more
favourably by the local government as well as reducing the
amount of net cash that needs to be repatriated,” he says. “What
a country wants to see are companies creating jobs so they
therefore make the rules easier for companies with manufacturing operations in China. Countries don’t want to be used just as
an export market. With a manufacturing base in China, there are
lower taxes and it’s easier to repatriate cash.”
Oldale argues China is proactively taking strides toward opening its market and allowing multinationals to take advantage of
their operations and cash generation in the country to benefit
their wider-working capital needs. However, he says, the regulatory landscape in India remains restrictive for multinationals,
and particularly in the area of cash and liquidity management.
“There are few options for repatriation other than dividends,
and there is no sign this will change in the near future,” he says.
Citi’s Weiner agrees: “Although we’ve seen movement toward
liberalization of currency and capital controls in China, the same
cannot be said of India.”
She adds: “Most multinational companies have well developed, tax driven strategies for bringing money back from foreign
operations to the home country. Repatriation is almost always an
TS
option, but often at a cost.”
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TREASURY EVOLUTION AND
THE ROLE OF BANKS
Treasurers today have much more visible and complex jobs than a few years ago.
Transaction bankers too are adapting to changing circumstances, with a particular focus
on new regulatory demands
The areas of focus for treasurers
have grown in number and
complexity, with none of the
traditional priorities having
changed. Treasurers would typically
focus on operational activities
and bank relationships with
analytical and reporting inputs
to the CFO. The role would
involve people managing
spreadsheets in almost all but
the largest organizations. And
bank relationship management
would typically involve measurable
indicators, such as fees, which
would determine the success of
the treasurer in managing costs.
In most corporates in the
Middle East, the role of treasurer
was divided between the CFO,
various support and strategic
services, and treasury operations,
and that continues in many
organizations today. But, though it
may remain a cost centre, there is
a clear emergence of a strategic
treasurer role as more areas come
within its ambit.
crisis led to a change in funding
patterns available to Middle
East corporates, as well as a
reassessment of supply chains. This
led to greater focus on planning
and understanding the alternatives
in terms of trade and export credit
management opportunities. It also
led to a greater focus on managing
increasing demands for governance

driven by the twin forces of greater
regulatory oversight and a slowing
world economy.

Regulation at centre stage

Wider focus, tighter budget

common standards on messaging
(XML) and trade (MT798), with
ERPs allowing for adaptation to
these standards.

As a result, today treasurers
in the Middle East typically

Leading the way

and cash stock maintenance,
aspects of risk management,
centralization of payables and
receivables and introduction of
shared services, automation of
enterprise architecture as well
as bank interfaces, increased
and sophisticated reporting
requirements to management as
and liquidity management, and
bank relationship management and
optimization. And having to work
to a cost budget has meant doing
all this with as many or fewer
staff with modest investment in IT
infrastructure.
The main IT areas of focus
for treasury have been mobile
banking and client/supplier
management, e-invoicing and
automated supply chain, cloud
business intelligence, enterprise
architecture and upgrading
existing platforms, often having to
graduate away from spreadsheets.
Most large corporates also deal
with multiple banks, resulting in
an accretion of bank systems
and governance to overlay an
aggregated real-time picture,
becoming bank-agnostic is yet
another focus area. And, there

There are some excellent
examples of the new priorities
for treasury being executed well.
The government of Abu Dhabi
has been progressing with the
twin standards for enterprise and
processing architecture, and single
treasury account maintenance, as
building blocks to administer the
50-plus government depar tments
suppor ted by its budget. Though
implementation is in various
stages across the group, there is
a clear roadmap and standards
in place, which have been of
considerable assistance to
treasurers at these entities in
procuring banking services.
Regulation originating from the
US (Dodd-Frank, FATCA) and
the EU (SEPA compliance, PSD)
and others (Basel III), though not
necessarily directly relevant to a
Middle East treasurer, is important
for supply chains, and part of the
treasurer’s mandate to dimension.
Risk management, which for ME
treasurers has tended to be more
focused on interest rate and
currency risk than derivatives, say,
is an area of greater importance.
Hence, it is fair to say that a
treasurer has a much more visible
and complex job than a few years
ago, with little time to plan or retrain.

At banks, regulatory compliance
has been given centre stage and
made to upgrade transaction
monitoring, interdiction, screening
and correspondent banking, driven
by a very direct focus from overseas
regulators. Basic changes are taking
place across banking processes to
and Dodd-Frank, and corporate
clients as well as correspondent
banks have shown a preference to
work with the Middle East banks
that are furthest along.
The role of the transaction
banker has seen a transformation
much as that of the treasurer, and
almost every wholesale bank has
moved towards creating a distinct
transaction banking business carved
out of relationship management,
payment operations and IT.
Transaction banking revenue streams,
income, are seen as attractive given
Several examples demonstrate
how a corporate treasury and a
bank work together to streamline
and manage risk, improve visibility
of funds globally, and allow the
treasurer to focus on priorities
while allowing minimal resource
deployment to running day-to-day
bank relationships. One such case
transformation achieved by Tourism
Development & Investment
Company working with Abu Dhabi
Commercial Bank.
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CASE STUDY - TOURISM DEVELOPMENT
& INVESTMENT COMPANY
TDIC’s new payments system, implemented in cooperation with ADCB,
provides a blueprint for the region

Tourism Development &
Investment Company (TDIC),
established in 2006, is a master
developer of major tourism
destinations in Abu Dhabi.
Government funding for
development projects requires
segregated funds for each project
to avoid commingling of funds and
enable reporting and accounting
at project level. TDIC managed
this through a call account
structure for each project, with
daily interest, paid on a monthly
basis. TDIC now has 99 principalprotected call accounts with sameday access to funds.
With a large number of accounts
and the need to demonstrate a
high degree of accountability for
each project, TDIC recognized that
it needed to improve its payment
process. The process was manual,
with up to 15 physical documents
required to support each payment.
Each invoice took at least 10 days
to process, with no ability to track
the status of each payment – for
example, an invoice sent to an
approver but not yet approved.
Payment cycles were performed
twice each month, potentially
resulting in late payment, damage
to supplier relationships and risk to
the supply chain.
TDIC was implementing a new
ERP as part of a wider government
While this incorporated some
existing tools for payments,
such as automatic generation of

payment messages, it did not fully
support the payment approval
requirements or tracking of
payment progress. TDIC decided
to customize and enhance the
payment functionality available
through its ERP and integrate
the solution with Abu Dhabi
Commercial Bank (ADCB).

The solution
TDIC worked closely with ADCB,
but decided not to use any bank’s
electronic banking platform
for the payment solution. This
allowed it to maintain flexibility
in its choice of banking par tners
and enabled the solution to be
structured to meet its needs
exactly. Similarly, it opted to
enhance its ERP rather than
implement a separate, specialist
payment system: the cost and
integration effor t would have
been greater and additional
technical resources would be
required. ADCB provided the
payment formats, including advice
on encryption, to ensure accurate,
robust and secure straightthrough processing.
Having highlighted the
priorities for a new payment
process, which was then presented
company in the region to create
a customized automated payment
process, this was a major step for
TDIC. The solution recommended
won considerable internal support,
particularly as a result of the

quality of the audit trail. At any
point, a payments report can
be produced from the ERP, with
information on the maker, checker
and approver on each payment.
Invoices are automatically archived
at an individual invoice and
payment level, avoiding the need
for manual archiving.
The implementation proceeded
smoothly, with a high-quality
approach to project management,
including extensive testing. TDIC’s
internal solution is now closely
integrated with ADCB, with
transmission of new payment
files every 15 minutes to the
bank’s designated file location.
These are then retrieved and
validated prior to payment, with
prompt notification of rejections
or queries.

following:
are paperless (replacing an average
of 15 documents per payment)
resulting in more rapid processing.
convenience: Each step in the
payment process, including
approvals and signatures, is
conducted promptly and passed
automatically to the next step.
Signatures on payments are
completed electronically while
still providing signatories with full
information on the invoice.
tracked throughout the procure-

to-pay lifecycle, allowing key
performance indicators to be
measured and remedied if required.
forecasting: The TDIC treasury
forecasting over a 12-month time
considerably.
satisfaction: Suppliers receive
payments on time and are
have also responded very positively
to the new process, as they no
longer need to deal with large
volumes of paperwork, and are
able to provide a better service to
other departments.
calculates that the value of

process enhancements and
reduction in operational risk, is
approximately $10 million a year.
TDIC is uniquely positioned as
an economic lynchpin in Abu
Dhabi and is an important role
model. Its experiences provide a
blueprint for other government
and commercial entities and
in the region. This is timely as
the government is focused on
responsibility, accountability and
transparency. The partnership
with ADCB illustrates how local
banks can provide services that
could only have been provided by
international banks in the past.

Treasury viewpoint

Navigating the impact of
new financial regulations
BMW group’s treasurer, Norbert Mayer, discusses new financial regulations,
managing risk and what he wants from his banking relationships
This year is an anniversary for Norbert Mayer, the senior vicepresident of finance and group treasurer of BMW. He celebrates
30 years at the company, a period in which the car, motorcycle
and engine manufacturer has changed irrevocably.
Mayer, a former banker who joined BMW in 1984, has not
only seen this transformation, but has also played an important part in it since the late 1990s.
After being appointed president of BMW US Capital LLC in
1997, overseeing risk management for BMW Group’s Americas operations, Mayer became director of corporate finance,
responsible globally for BMW’s capital markets activities across
debt and equity financing, and structured finance, and for
overall risk management of currencies, rates and commodities.
In 2010 he was appointed group treasurer, overseeing
corporate finance, asset management and pensions, investor
relations and the group’s global treasury centres.
It is a broad set of responsibilities many treasurers of large
international companies have taken on in recent years, bestowing them with greater strategic importance.
With a team under him in Munich – and regional treasury
teams in the US, UK and Singapore – Norbert is well supported.
One area in particular in which he needs the support is in
understanding the impact of new financial regulations, particularly on the banking sector.
“Even today we don’t know precisely how new regulation is
impacting the banking sector and particularly in driving new
business plans and business models,” he says.
“We will have to wait and see how this develops, and whether this could impact the provision of banking products, pricing
and ultimately the behaviour of our partners.”

Challenges
Equally challenging, says Mayer, has been preparing the company for European Union regulations such as European Market
Infrastructure Regulation and the Single Euro Payments Area.
Mayer says BMW has been Sepa-ready for some time, but
it is not only BMW he has to worry about. He says ensuring
the company’s main suppliers are Sepa-compliant is just as
important.
Globally, risk management is one of any treasurers’ core
responsibilities and, for Mayer, this has meant focussing on the
increased risk around cross-border financing, market volatility
and currency risk.
BMW’s currency risk is dominated by those currencies – US
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dollar, renminbi, sterling,
rouble and yen – in which
it makes most sales.
To combat this, it not
only established production plants and component
factories in each of those
markets, but also increased
the volume of purchases
denominated in those currencies, as a result creating
a “natural hedge” against
the negative effects of curNorbert Mayer uses ‘utility’ banking to
rency fluctuations.
execute his responsibilities
Liquidity risk has been
one of Mayer’s preoccupations since the 2008
financial crisis. BMW maintains a liquidity reserve and diverse
range of refinancing options, but in the financial service business it needs to match-fund maturities and currencies to offset
each other as well.
“Debt on our balance sheet is €68 billion to €70 billion
across a variety of currencies and this is the main challenge
on the financial services side,” says Mayer. “On the industrial
side, there is not so much of a financing need as we enjoy a
very healthy cashflow, so our focus is more about risk management.”
For Mayer, the cash management and payments business is
as important as risk management, and here BMW has made
some changes from which it is now benefiting.
“We introduced a global payment factory in Europe and
in other parts of the world, and this is running successfully,”
he says. “So we have a centralized approach on the payments
and cash management side, which has been a big step for the
company.”
Mayer says the main focus of the treasury operations is on
and around “utility banking” instead of the “fancier” investment banking. Banking services of cash management, risk
management and liquidity risk management “are the instruments we are using to execute our treasury responsibilities and
operations”.
In addition, what he wants to see in a bank is “reliability,
strength, low counterparty risk” and “how competitive they are
TS
on price and the quality of their service,” he says.
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Knowing the strengths and
weaknesses of banking partners
GE and GE Capital’s retiring treasurer, Kathy Cassidy, discusses banking
partners and the impact the financial crisis had on her role
Ask any investment banker to draw up a list of those blue-chip
multinational companies of the world they would most like to
bank, and US-based global industrial conglomerate General Electric would almost certainly be at the top.
GE and its financial services arm, GE Capital, are not just large
components of the biggest and most lucrative investment banking fee-paying market. With operations in all the developed and
fast-growing economies, the industrial and financial conglomerate is one of the largest clients an investment bank could have
globally.
In debt capital markets in particular, where GE Capital is the
US’s largest corporate issuer of long-term debt and the world’s
largest issuer of commercial paper, global investment banks compete intensely to win high-profile and lucrative debt mandates.
That desire to win, however, is having to be refocused elsewhere
as GE Capital pares back its once substantial annual issuance
needs.
“There was a point in time not so many years ago when we
were issuing $70 billion to $80 billion a year in long-term unsecured debt and the banks would all focus their attention on being
part of that pie because they knew that they could earn fees,” says
Kathy Cassidy, senior vice-president and treasurer of GE and GE
Capital, who retires this summer.
“As issuance patterns have changed – in 2013 we issued $32
billion of long-term unsecured debt, and in 2014 we will issue
a smaller amount in the $25 billion range – so banks have had
to focus more on where and how they can secure other types of
sustainable revenue-generating fee opportunities.”
As such, transaction banking has come into focus because it
offers that attractive combination of sustainable revenues with
healthy profitability, and at a time when more episodic investment banking revenues continue to slip and slide.
In addition, the value of this business can multiply if, as a result
of the transaction banking relationship, the bank can generate
other more lucrative ancillary banking business.
“Banks have really focused in on this as a great way to lock
in stable cashflows that are hard to displace,” says Cassidy, who
adds: “Once you have a banking relationship, it takes a real effort
to change. They realize that and are putting higher-quality people
into this business.”
While this is a welcome development, Cassidy says GE is
acutely aware of what each bank can and cannot do for them.
“For every bank, we know what their strengths are and what
their weaknesses are,” she says. “We also know how much credit
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they supply to us, which
is still a very important
factor.”
Cassidy adds that the
banking relationships GE
has are based on a “holistic understanding of
what the banks are good
at, how much credit they
provide to us and what
fees they earn”. She says
GE thinks of the “cash
management business as
one way we can compen- Kathy Cassidy is learning how to handle
sate them for the overall regulation from the banks
relationship.”
One area in particular
where banks can provide corporate treasurers with needed support is in understanding the new regulations around crucial areas
such as liquidity.
“Some of the biggest changes since the crisis are understanding
the new rules as well as putting a lot more governance and controls over how we manage liquidity, how we manage our funding
and ultimately how we operate with more intensity,” says Cassidy.
The role of sophisticated technologies in enabling GE and GE
Capital to successfully manage and analyse cash and liquidity
globally is crucial, but equally so is still the “human judgment
component”, says Cassidy.
“How we stress test our liquidity in order to make sure we have
sufficient cash to survive very challenging market conditions with
more severity is one of the most important lessons from the 2008
crisis.”
To help ensure this survival, GE Capital now has a liquidity
team that manages its cash and liquidity portfolio. “We manage
almost $70 billion of cash, which is multiple times what we had
before on the financial services side,” says Cassidy.
Across the board Cassidy says her team can learn much from
how banks have dealt with regulation over the years, and never
more so than now. What’s interesting is that the relationship GE’s
treasury has with its core banks has moved right up the chain of
command.
“It’s not only the investment banking or the capital markets
teams,” says Cassidy. “It’s the actual management of the bank
TS
itself and its treasury organization.”
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ECOBANK – PLAYING THE NETWORK
ADVANTAGE ACROSS AFRICA
vision and scale of Ecobank can deliver. With its extensive footprint, its full franchise operating model and its
broad and diverse client base, Ecobank is uniquely positioned to offer a truly pan-African transaction banking
service. Patrick Gutmann, Head of Ecobank’s Transaction Services Group, explains why
Incorporated in Lomé, Togo, in
1985, Ecobank has established itself
as one of the fastest-growing and
most innovative banking groups in
sub-Saharan Africa. Now present in
36 of Africa’s 55 countries, we have
in excess of 19,000 staff from 40
nationalities, servicing more than
10 million customers. We have built
an unparalleled network across the
continent, constituting the largest
footprint of any bank operating
in Africa. Ecobank operates with
common branding, processes
and technology across its entire
network of 1,200 branches and
2,300 ATMs to provide a consistent
customer experience.
Our growing presence in major
Beijing, Dubai, Paris and London, is
raising international awareness of
Ecobank’s extensive transactional
and advisory capabilities, as well
as enhancing our reputation as
an authoritative voice on African
Our sales and trading hub in Paris
constitutes a unique pan-African
foreign exchange platform, now
trading in 25 African currencies.
“The breadth of our footprint
allows us to capture regional
explains Alice Zulu, Senior Group
Manager responsible for Trade

our excellent relationships with
major correspondent banks and
multilateral agencies enhance
our capacity and give Ecobank
a truly global reach.
offerings range from a
multitude of plain
vanilla services
to more

suppliers and distributors.
In late 2011, Ecobank took
a strategic decision to invest in
building a world-class pan-African
transactional
banking platform.
This was the birth
of the Transaction
Services Group,
with the
mandate and
responsibility
to build

sophisticated,
tailored solutions, such
as structured commodity

Our on-the-ground presence
and dedicated local SME
relationship management teams
enable Ecobank to support
the entire supply chain of our
corporate and institutional
customers. Working closely with
our ‘keystone’ customers, we
adapted to the requirements of
their distributors. We also provide

our customers’ working capital
cycle. Ecobank can also extend its

signature is recognized by a wide
employees, as well as those of their

Patrick Gutmann
Group Head, Transaction Services Group
Tel: +27 11 783 6197; +27 11 505 0312
Email: pgutmann@ecobank.com

and manage
Ecobank’s cash and liquidity
businesses, together with all the
related alternative channels and
integration methods. This involved a
and product lines as well the
formation of a new management
team and the hiring of experienced
transaction bankers in key markets.
Three years later, the results are
tangible and Ecobank’s innovative

offerings are gaining traction right
across our diverse customer base,
ranging from major multinationals
organizations, SMEs and individuals.
Today we offer a comprehensive
range of services to support
collection, payment, trade and
liquidity management for global and
regional treasury departments right
across Africa.
By streamlining collection
processes, our clients are able
to extract additional liquidity
throughout the working capital
cycle – from when orders are
placed to cash realization. Our
branch network serves as a cash
and cheque collection centre,
allowing direct payments with
real-time online transfer of account
information. Our offerings include
cash-in-transit services, postdated cheque collection, in-branch
collections, teller implant services,
mass collections and merchant POS
acquiring services.
Our payables management
solutions are designed to improve
payment processes, enhance
strengthen internal controls. Our
services include electronic bulk
supplier payments, customer on-site
payments, mass payments, electronic
funds transfers (EFT)/real time gross
settlement (RTGS) and SWIFT
services, over-the-counter payments,
company payroll, cash delivery
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services, card and ATM services, as
well as mobile banking capabilities.

Ecobank Omni: Powering the
Network Advantage
Although there are similarities in
the cash management and trade
environments within Africa’s leading
variations in the regulatory
environment, including monetary
policy and exchange controls,
and the payments infrastructure.
The payments infrastructure has
years, greatly shortening the
turnaround time in moving funds
across Africa. Cash remains the
most common form of payment,
been made in migrating customers
to electronic transactions. The
introduction of various electronic
transfer options has reduced the
number of cheques being issued
and the risks associated with
fraudulent or delayed clearance.
“We are seeing increasing
interest from both global and
regional treasury departments
in solutions that support their
collection, payment, trade and
liquidity management right across
Nkosi Moyo, Ecobank’s Senior

Group Manager responsible for
Cash Management. In response
to their demand for greater levels
uniform interfaces and services
across multiple geographies, we
developed our corporate online
banking portal, Ecobank Omni. As
implementation schedule, we were
able to roll out Omni across 30
African countries within just 24
months. In the 18 months following
its launch, the volume of online
payment and cash management
transactions being processed via
Omni increased by nearly 200 times.
From the outset, we were looking
to develop a cash management
to accommodate varying local
business practices, yet powerful
enough to support a high volume
of transactions across our entire
network. We moved quickly to
implement a robust solution
to facilitate cross-border and
multi-currency business for our
customers, removing many of
the traditional bottlenecks in
the cash management process.
The development of Omni

much improved customer service,
rapidly processing higher volumes of
transactions with minimal errors.
Today, Ecobank Omni offers a
online cash management tools,
designed to help corporations
increase productivity and manage

With real-time global account
access and customizable features,
our customers gain control over
can manage and monitor all their
local and international payments
and receivables activities through
one platform. Highly sophisticated
security and authorization
features ensure that Ecobank
Omni conforms to their internal
compliance procedures.
We are also seeing corporations
moving more towards centralized
cash management and liquidity
solutions, fully leveraging technology
such as host-to-host or SWIFT
integrations, the latter increasingly
being seen as the enabler for
standardized connectivity to
multiple banks. As with Omni, our
been fully automated to support

straight-through-processing (STP)
capabilities, enabling us to provide

Patrick Gutmann, Ecobank

businesses operating in Africa

comprehensive reporting. As
a result, corporate treasurers
increasingly are looking to
centralize and streamline their
African operations. We believe
that, thanks to the combination our
pan-African footprint, our in-depth
local knowledge and our innovative
technology platform, we are able to
offer our transaction services clients
capabilities greater than the sum
of Ecobank’s parts. This is what we

International and regional

CUSTOMER CASE STUDIES

of African insurance companies. Premiums that traditionally were paid in

Here are just a few real-world examples of how Omni and SWIFT

automatically on agreed dates, and reconciliation reports provided to the
collecting party.This is not only more convenient for the payer, but also

Liquidity management for a telecommunication services company

automation of payment reconciliation.

With accounts held in multiple branches across the country, our customer
needed visibility of each account and the ability to move funds into a
single concentration account at the end of each day. Through Omni, any
cash deposits are immediately available for viewing in each collection
account and, at end of day, Omni automatically sweeps the funds between

organization

Direct debit processing for insurance companies
We have played a key role in enabling direct debit collections for a number

Driven by a strategic objective to standardize bank interfaces, our
customer needed a bank that could not only implement the technical
integration but also had the local market expertise and coverage to
offer solutions beyond major urban areas. Through SWIFT, we are able
to receive bulk MT 103 instructions for local payments to bank accounts,
over-the-counter cash withdrawals or even the printing of cheques. This
service can also be extended to make payments to mobile wallets.

Treasury viewpoint

Credit provision still critical
for corporate treasurers
Carlsberg’s treasurer, Lars Cordi, discusses the defining moment in
relationship banking, treasury strategy and working capital initiatives
Carlsberg, the world’s fourth-largest beer-brewing company,
called on its relationship banks late last year to show their commitment to the company, and in December some 19 of them
answered the call by backing a new loan facility.
The €2.51 billion loan, arranged by Carlsberg, refinances two
earlier facilities and matures in February 2019, although the
company has an option to extend the maturity to 2020 or 2021.
Securing such financial backing is important, not least because
it gives the company and its treasurer some degree of financial
certainty in an otherwise uncertain and ever-changing global
financial landscape.
Much of that is concentrated in and around the global banking sector, the force of which is causing an historic shift in the
relationship banks have with their clients.
Lars Cordi, vice-president and treasurer of Carlsberg, is acutely
aware of this and says the new loan the company has secured is
“relationship defining”.
He says: “Whenever we refinance our big loan facilities, that
gives us an opportunity to re-evaluate our banking relationships,
for us and for them. Companies have a constant dialogue with
their banks, but on refinancing that really is the moment of
truth.”
He adds that today more than ever there needs to be a mutual
alignment on strategy between the company and its banks “on
where we are heading, and whether our relationship banks support us in that as a result of the strategy they are pursuing”.
New financial regulation is the primary force behind the
strategic shift banks have been undertaking, with higher capital
requirements under Basle III in particular forcing them to make
“hard decisions on what clients to prioritize”, says Cordi.
That can be a ruthless decision-making process, which can
result in a long-term lending relationships being cut. As such,
banks are focusing on trying to strengthen their relationships in
other areas, and transaction banking makes the perfect fit.
Even though Carlsberg has the full financial support of 19
banks – BNP Paribas, Citi, Danske Bank, Nordea, Royal Bank of
Scotland, Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ and UniCredit among
them as lenders – Cordi says these banks are still placing more
emphasis than before on developing a transaction banking
relationship.
However, he adds that while banks are finding their true
strength or niche in what they can do better than others, “they
realize they cannot pitch for everything”.
The importance banks are placing on transaction banking
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does reflect the enhanced
strategic importance the
corporate treasurer has
taken on since the financial
crisis. For Cordi, this has
manifested itself in a number of areas, from focusing
intensely on free cashflow
and deleveraging, to mergers-and-acquisition support
and working capital.
“In 2008, about 8% of
group sales were tied up in
Lars Cordi is redefining Carlsberg’s
trade working capital and
relationships with its banks
now we are below 1%,”
says Cordi, who co-led a
working-capital initiative
with the company’s group strategy team.
“Through this process, it became very clear to us where capital
was being tied up, in what markets, in what categories, which
is crucially important,” he says. “Incentive schemes within the
company were changed, and down to sales guys in a particular
market who should have key performance indicators related to
working capital.”
Combined with that has been the M&A and operational support Cordi and his team have had to provide to the company.
“By region we have different strategies and priorities,” says
Cordi. “In western Europe, it’s the centralization of accounting
processes, procurement processes and supply-chain planning
across Europe. In eastern Europe, the priorities are very much
the same, but we have to respect differences in market characteristics, legislation, etc.”
He adds that in Asia he and his team are providing specific
M&A support as well as supporting the company in the integration of the newly acquired businesses.
A substantial part of that integration process will involve
technology platforms, and there Cordi says Carlsberg started
implementing a new treasury system last year and that this year
the company will go live with it, “which will be a major step
forward for us and will also include e-treasury”.
“As a result of this, the treasury team here in Copenhagen will
have straight-through processing, FX trading, aluminium trading, among other capabilities, and many of our subsidiaries will
TS
have this e-banking/e-treasury functionality too,” he says.
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Treasury viewpoint

Global expansion brings
transaction challenges
América Móvil’s CFO, Carlos Moreno, discusses investment, financing and
the importance of unified cash management to its enlarged operations
América Móvil has been executing a bold acquisition and investment strategy in the past three years, consolidating its leading
market position in the Americas at the same time as seeking
investments farther afield.
The European telecoms sector has been one of the most attractive targets, but it is in the Americas that América Móvil has expanded most since 2010 when it kicked off its investment spree
with the $23 billion purchase of a 60% stake in Teléfonos de
México (Telmex), increasing it to 93% in 2011. Today, América
Móvil has operations in 18 countries in the Americas, has more
than 265 million mobile customers, over 31 million fixed-line
users, and some 19 million broadband and 19 million television
subscribers.
“América Móvil has grown tremendously in size since 2010,
and since then we have embarked on a major investment programme, investing $10 billion a year for the past three years,”
says Moreno. “We expect to invest another $10 billion a year for
the next three years. This means that the financing side has been
very active for us.”
América Móvil was a prolific issuer on the international and
domestic Mexican peso bond markets last year, but away from
financing Moreno says successfully managing the collection of
payments from all its operations has been just as important a
focus.
“One area we have been focusing more on is in our cash
management operations, and particularly ensuring we have a
homogenous platform for all our operations,” he says.
“We have over 300 million customers, which means the issue
of payment collection is very important to us. Having pre-paid
clients and contract clients, as well as reconciling numerous
bank accounts and managing numerous receivables accounts
can be very complex. However, our cash management platform
simplifies all of that.”
América Móvil uses Citi as its global cash manager, providing a central, unified cash management platform for all of the
company’s operations. The relationship goes back many years,
making Citi one of América Móvil’s most important relationship
banks.
In 2011, both companies even announced a $50 million joint
venture to offer mobile banking services in Mexico and throughout Latin America.
The joint venture, called Transfer, enables América Móvil’s
customers to use basic mobile telephones to set up bank accounts, transfer money, withdraw cash from automatic teller
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Carlos Moreno: a unified platform with Citi has simplified América Móvil’s
cash management
machines, make purchases in stores, receive payments and pay
bills.
It’s the type of relationship that banks are striving to secure
with their corporate clients because the cash management
business is seen as a gateway to winning more business, and
especially in areas such as M&A advisory and capital markets.
But does this mean Citi is better positioned to win more ancillary business from América Móvil? Moreno says not.
“We have a number of relationship banks and they support
us in certain capacities that are very important to us. We limit
any such business to those banks in the relationship,” he says.
“Citi has been one of those banks for a long time, and as such it
can try to win business from us on the capital markets side and
advisory. But that Citi is our global cash manager does not mean
they will always win other business.”
Indeed, Deutsche Bank, for example, advised América Móvil
on its bid for KPN and along with Barclays and BNP Paribas
acted as a bookrunner on the company’s inaugural hybrid bond.
América Móvil’s other relationship banks were also active on
the financing side last year, but few were as active as Citi across
three markets.
The US bank was a bookrunner on América Móvil’s $750 million three-year floating-rate note last September – the company’s
first ever – a euro tranche in July, and also worked on its dualTS
listed local peso deal.
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Pulse survey analysis

Blue-chip global companies
consolidate cash managers
Euromoney’s 2013 cash management survey shows big companies are
consolidating relationships, but smaller peers are not, yet. By Duncan Kerr
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reacted to the financial crisis and changing regulatory environment,” says Mike Edwards, head of market management for
Europe, the Middle East and Africa, global transaction services,
at Bank of America Merrill Lynch in London.
The crisis forced corporate treasurers to better understand
counterparty risk and select their bank counterparties more
wisely. Furthermore, companies have generally been gravitating towards banks that are the strongest under the new Basle III
framework.
That certainly seems to be more apparent among large companies. Overall, however, 55.6% of respondents to last year’s
survey said concerns about the stability of the banking sector
had not changed the way they worked with banks. Some 24.4%
of respondents said that stability concerns had, while most worrying of all is that a chunky 19.9% of survey respondents said
that they did not know if they had or not.
Further down the scale from large global companies, the consolidation theme might not be quite so pronounced yet, and for
a couple of reasons: resources and time. Smaller companies with
smaller treasury teams simply haven’t had the time to engage in
rigorous analysis of their banking relationships and what’s more,
changing banking relationships is notoriously difficult and often
a frustratingly protracted process.
Combine all of that with the fact that these treasury teams
have also had to get up to speed with a wall of new financial
regulation, and it’s little wonder that choosing a new set of cash
TS
managers hasn’t been their top priority.
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Anecdotally, transaction bankers will tell you that their corporate clients are consolidating their cash management business in
the hands of a smaller group of relationship banks.
Ask corporate treasurers the same question and the responses
vary from agreeing with the consolidation theme to stating the
opposite – that companies are either maintaining their relationships or expanding them to diversify bank counterparty risk.
The reality, according to the results of Euromoney’s 2013 cash
management survey, is that non-financial companies and financial institutions are constantly reshaping their cash manager
relationships and that cutting back or indeed expanding the
number of banks they work with does largely depend on the size
of the company.
For instance, overall 63.2% of non-financial and financial
institutions that responded to the survey last year said they did
not expect to change the number of international cash managers
they worked with over the next year, while 11.1% said that they
intended increasing the number and 6.6% said they intended to
reduce the number.
The majority (53.5%) of non-financial and financial institutions said they had re-evaluated cash manager relationships in
the previous 12 months by issuing a request for proposal. But
what’s more striking on a deeper analysis of the results is that
only 21% of non-financial companies with annual revenues
greater than $100 billion re-evaluated their cash manager relationship over the same period of time.
This percentage is the lowest for five years, and is substantially
down from the 58% recorded in the 2012 survey, which suggests
that large, multinational companies are indeed consolidating
their banking relationships.
This is backed up by the survey results over the past five years,
which show that the number of cash managers used by large
corporates fell from between seven and 10 in 2009 to between
two and four in 2013. Overall, a total of 56.1% of respondents in
last year’s survey said that between two and four cash managers
were core to their operations, while 28.7% said that only one
cash manager was core. Some 30.8% of non-financial companies
said one was core compared with only 15.3% among financial
institutions.
So what is driving consolidation among the large global corporates?
“Large corporates are likely to have the most defined set of
bank relationships – indeed these will have been consolidated
and strengthened over the past few years as both parties have
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The emergence of the UAE as a treasury centre, and with it the wider GCC as an
increasingly important industrial and commodity powerhouse, has been the context
for the strategy pursued by ADCB in building and accrediting its Transaction Banking capabilities. Over a four year period, ADCB has established itself as the premier
provider of cash management, trade, and corporate treasury advisory services in the
UAE and a provider of repute in the Middle East. Testimony to this has been the 25
awards won by ADCB during 2013 and 2014 to date from some of the most reputed
treasury publications and bodies globally, as well as the growth, profitability and
credit standing that compares very favourably to global and regional peers.
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Jersey, ADCB supports client needs on a comprehensive basis using global banking
partners and provides consistent and high levels of service and delivery as guaranteed at the parent relationship level.
ADCB provides full service banking capabilities to its clients that constitute over
a third of the UAE economy and also works with the largest corporate names in the
GCC, offering them trade, supply chain and cash management solutions.
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NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE:
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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BANK OF AMERICA
MERRILL LYNCH
At Bank of America Merrill Lynch, we strive to match our clients’ industry and
regional needs as they expand into new markets by continuously innovating and
by serving them in a proactive, advisory manner. Accordingly, we’ve expanded our
ability to speed up client cross-border payments and receipts, optimize liquidity,
increase global cash visibility, facilitate global trade flows, safeguard assets and drive
operational efficiencies. This strategy has helped differentiate us in the market and
asserts the value of greater connectivity and collaboration.

CASH MANAGEMENT SURVEY, 2013
NON-FINANCIAL INSTS RANKINGS
GLOBALLY
5th

CASH MANAGEMENT SURVEY, 2013
FINANCIAL INSTS RANKINGS
GLOBAL
ALL TRANSACTIONS

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

NORTH AMERICA
2nd

4th
Bank of America Merrill Lynch

ASIA
4th

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

2nd

AUSTRALASIA
4th

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

3rd

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

STERLING TRANSACTIONS

PHILIPPINES
3rd

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

ASIA
DOLLAR TRANSACTIONS

HONG KONG
2nd

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

NORTH AMERICA
DOLLAR TRANSACTIONS

3rd

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
1st

Bank of America Merrill Lynch
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NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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Bank directory
BNP PARIBAS
Worldwide

Asia Pacific

Eurozone

Rest of
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Rest of
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NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

CITI

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

2
2

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

DEUTSCHE BANK

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:
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Bank directory
SVENSKA
HANDELSBANKEN
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NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

HSBC

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

4
3

4
5

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:
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Worldwide
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Rest of
W Europe
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REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

RBS
LatAm

MENA

Rest of
Africa

North
America

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

1

2

2

1

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:
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PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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Bank directory
NORDEA
The leading cash management bank in our home
markets.
Nordea is one of the 500 largest companies in the
world, the largest financial services group and the
leading treasury and cash management bank in northern
Europe.
Our cash management organisation supports all
of Nordea’s 600,000 corporate customers with cash
management services in integrated mission driven value
chains. We create the customer value propositions with
outset in the customers’ processes and our offerings
cover everything from accounts, transactions and
payments services to advanced liquidity management
and online tools.
A leading star for the Nordea cash management
organisation is development based on deep customer
understanding and a value creating dialogue. The
customers are our key focus and we are here to develop
and supply the services that they really need. To enable
this we keep in close touch with our customers and
always ask for and appreciate their feedback. This way
we are able to create great customer experiences.
We acknowledge that people make a difference.
Our dedicated cash management specialists with
extensive expertise – locally as well as globally – enable
us to provide versatile cash management services and
innovative solutions.

HEAD OFFICE

Thomas Ericson
Head of CM Implementation &
Customer Support
46 70 567 41 14
thomas.ericson@nordea.com

Nordea Bank AB
Smålandsgatan 17
SE-105 71 Stockholm
Sweden

Gunnar Berger
Head of CM Solutions
46 8 614 93 68
gunnar.berger@nordea.com

Ulla Joranger
Head of CM Process Management
45 33 33 21 51
ulla.joranger@nordea.com

REGIONAL OFFICES
Nordea Bank A/S
Christiansbro, Strandgade 3
DK-1401 Copenhagen C
Denmark

Henrik Koch
Head of Authentication & Financial
Anti-Crime
45 20 87 20 67
henrik.koch@nordea.com

Nordea Bank AS
Middelthunsgt. 17
NO-0368 Oslo
Norway

Soeren Andresen
Head of Trade Finance
45 33 33 44 27
soren.andresen@nordea.com

Nordea Bank Oy
Aleksanterinkatu 36 B
Helsinki
Finland

Christina Lindstorff
Head of TP Communications and
Marketing
45 33 33 56 02
christina.lindstorff@nordea.com

Mikael Bjertrup
Head of Transaction Products
45 33 33 36 15
mikael.bjertrup@nordea.com

COUNTRY HEADS
OF TRANSACTION
SERVICES

Juha Mattila
Head of CM Sales Retail, Finland
358 9 165 54486
juha.mattila@nordea.com
Ulf Bjørnhaug
Head of CM Sales Retail, Norway
47 90281866
ulf.bjornhaug@nordea.no

Heidi Strandvoll
Head of CM Customer Reach
47 90612031
heidi.strandvoll@nordea.com

Roger Lundholm
Head of CM Sales & Solutions
46 8 614 66 57
roger.lundholm@nordea.com

Peder Bach
Head of Markets Sales
45 33 33 51 53
peder.bach@nordea.com

Michael Vinther
Head of CM Sales Retail, Denmark
45 33336750
michael.vinther@nordea.com

MARKETING

C-SUITE/SENIOR
EXECUTIVES

Susanne Riis
Head of Trade Finance Sales
45 33 33 13 34
susanne.riis@nordea.com

Amelie Philippsthal
Head of CM Sales Retail, Sweden
46 70 829 77 90
amelie.philippsthal@nordea.com

PRODUCT
Jesper Ramsö
Head of CM Sales, Wholesale
46 8 614 79 18
jesper.ramso@nordea.com

Worldwide

Asia Pacific

Eurozone

Rest of
W Europe

CEE

LatAm

MENA

Rest of
Africa

North
America
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Yes
No

261
Yes
Yes

534
Yes
Yes

42
Yes
Yes

0
No
No

0
No
No

0
No
No

1
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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Santander
Worldwide
Asia Pacific
Eurozone
Rest of
CEE
LatAm
MENA
Rest of
				
W Europe				
Africa

North
America

Network outline									
INFRASTRUCTURE									
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

16

0

6

1

1

7

0

0

1

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES									
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

13

0

3

1

1

7

0

0

1

15

0

6

1

1

7

0

0

0

12

0

3

1

1

7

0

0

0

Products/Services offered									
General coverage/Products & Services									
Number of branches:		 1
Clearing/payment services:		 No
Payment/card services:		 No

7626
Yes
Yes

0
No
No

830
Yes
Yes

6044
Yes
Yes

0
No
No

0
No
No

720
Yes
Yes

Sweeping									
Intra-day:		 No
Overnight:		 No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Notional Pooling									
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
(Only in Portugal, UK and Poland)		
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):		
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency): 		
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency): 		

0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Investment of excess cash									
Money market funds:		 No
Automated sweeps:		 No

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Reporting									
Real time/Intra-day reporting:		 No
End of day reporting:		 No
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:		 No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Reporting Channels available									
Swift:		
Online portal:		
Email:		
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:		

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Standard Chartered
Worldwide
Asia Pacific
Eurozone
Rest of
CEE
LatAm
MENA
Rest of
				
W Europe				
Africa

North
America

Network outline									
INFRASTRUCTURE									
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

45

18

1

1

0

1

8

15

1

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES									
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
same day clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

40

15

1

0

0

0

10

14

0

38

13

2

0

0

0

9

13

1

30

13

1

0

0

0

3

13

0

Products/Services offered									
General coverage/Products & Services									
Number of branches:		 890
Clearing/Payment Services:		 Yes
Payment/Card Services:		 Yes

1
Yes
Yes

1
Yes
Yes

0
No
No

1
No
No

150
Yes
Yes

216
Yes
Yes

2
Yes
Yes

Sweeping									
Intra-day:		 Yes
Overnight:		 Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Notional Pooling									
Single country (All accounts in same location - single currency):		
Single country (All accounts in same location - multi-currency):		
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country - single currency): 		
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country - multi-currency): 		

11
11
16
16

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

6
6
7
7

7
7
14
14

1
0
1
0

Investment of excess cash									
Money market funds:		 No
Automated sweeps:		 No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Reporting									
Real time/Intra-day reporting:		 Yes
End of day reporting:		 Yes
Payment/Cashflow reporting customization tools:		 No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No

Reporting Channels available									
Swift:		
Online portal:		
Email:		
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:		
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Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
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Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Bank directory
SKANDINAVISKA
ENSKILDA BANKEN AB
Worldwide

Asia Pacific

Eurozone

Rest of
W Europe

CEE

North
America

16

3

4

5

3

1

16

3

4

5

3

1

16

3

4

5

3

1

16

3

4

5

3

1

3
Yes
Yes

4
Yes
Yes

5
Yes
Yes

3
Yes
Yes

1
Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

3
1
0
0

4
4
1
1

4
4
4
4

2
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No
No

Worldwide

Asia Pacific

Eurozone

Rest of
W Europe

CEE

LatAm

MENA

Rest of
Africa

North
America

49

6

11

2

12

0

5

12

1

6
Yes

11
Yes

2
Yes

12
Yes

0
No

5
Yes

12
Yes

1
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

2
2
2
2

5
3
3
3

1
1
1
1

3
2
2
2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

SOCIÉTÉ GÉNÉRALE

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:
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UNICREDIT
Worldwide

Asia Pacific

Eurozone

Rest of
W Europe

CEE

LatAm

MENA

Rest of
Africa

North
America

19

1

5

0

12

0

0

0

1

19

1

5

0

12

0

0

0

1

19

1

5

0

12

0

0

0

1

19

1

5

0

12

0

0

0

1

5
Yes
No

5424
Yes
Yes

3527
Yes
Yes

1
Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

0
0
0
0

5
1
0
0

7
1
2
0

0
0
0
0

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Eurozone

Rest of W Europe

CEE

LatAm

MENA

Rest of Africa

North America

0
No
Yes

0
No
Yes

0
No
Yes

0
No
Yes

0
No
Yes

0
No
No

0
No
No

3,081
Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
Yes

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NETWORK OUTLINE
INFRASTRUCTURE
No. of countries with fully integrated full service branches:

PAYMENT CLEARING SYSTEMS & SERVICES
No. of countries with direct access to local paper based clearings:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to same day
clearing systems:
No. of countries with fully automated direct access to
ACH/Giro Electronic Clearings:

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

US BANK
Asia Pacific

PRODUCTS/SERVICES OFFERED
GENERAL COVERAGE/PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Number of branches:
Clearing/payment services:
Payment/card services:

SWEEPING
Intra-day:
Overnight:

NOTIONAL POOLING
Single country (All accounts in same location – single currency):
Single country (All accounts in same location – multi-currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – single currency):
Multi-country (Leave funds locally in each country – multi-currency):

INVESTMENT OF EXCESS CASH
Money market funds:
Automated sweeps:

REPORTING
Real time/Intra-day reporting:
End of day reporting:
Payment/cashflow reporting customization tools:

REPORTING CHANNELS AVAILABLE
Swift:
Online portal:
Email:
Mobile applications for liquidity/treasury monitoring:

www.euromoney.com
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Corporate Banking

Making your cash management a success factor
A lot of companies still have considerable potential to improve their competitiveness by
optimising their national and international payment transactions. Enhanced efficiency, greater
clarity, lower costs – we have now developed a 5-point programme for cash management
optimisation to help you achieve all of this.
For more information, visit www.commerzbank.com /cashmanagement
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